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Abstract
On Friday, March 13, 2020, the School District of Osceola closed its doors for Spring
Break and did not open again until 3 weeks later in a digital capacity. The COVID-19
pandemic changed the way teachers and students learned. The band, chorus, and
orchestra classrooms were empty, and replaced with digital meetings with the need to
unmute and turn cameras on. This study is an autoethnographic narrative of my life
during the COVID-19 pandemic as a district resource for the teachers that I serve. While
music administration has existed in many forms over the past 100 years, there are no
definitive explanations of what the role of a music administrator looks like, or should be,
especially during a pandemic. In this autoethnography I tell the story of how music
education has been affected by, in what ways have teachers have had to adjust to, and
how music education has changed because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Through the
lens of a digital student and music educator, I bring the correspondence and organic
stories of teachers in my district to the reader with the hopes of understanding what I
have lived through as a music administrator over this period of profound change and
innovation in music education. The loss and grief suffered by teachers and myself
shaped the way pedagogy changed and adapted for students who have also suffered
loss and grief. Through this experience of trauma and loss has come change and a
need for innovation. This innovation may come in many forms, not just in what is
referred to as innovative practices in a classroom, but novel (to some teachers) ways to
educate and reach students. This is my story.
vi

Chapter 1:
Introduction
In March of 2020, many school districts across the Central Florida region closed
their doors due to the COVID-19 virus. With this unprecedented closure, music
education took on a major transformation that would affect not only the way music is
taught, but the teachers and students involved at every level. As a District Resource
Specialist, my position also changed and the way I support my teachers had to quickly
adapt to a new normal. The discourse around music administration and district
supervision over the past 100 years (Andrew, 1956; Boska, 1970; Can, 2011; Hellemn,
1999; Heller & Quatraro, 1977; Katz-Cote, 2016; Normann, 1959; Porter, 1994) is
mixed, suggesting that the role has adapted in that time from a traveling supervisor
assisting classroom teachers, to general music teachers themselves, to evaluators, and
most recently to curriculum writers or specialists.
As the music resource specialist in my district, I am responsible for curriculum
support and writing, event management, district funding, as well as a large number of
“other” responsibilities as needed. Within the last year, I have had to also become the
social emotional support for the teachers in my district as well as the health expert as it
pertains to performances and rehearsals during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is this data
that supplements the writing of this dissertation as an autoethnography, one where I not
only seek to describe the current situation in my district and the music educators it
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affects, but also unpack what this pandemic has meant for me both personally and as a
music resource specialist.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic closing everything from schools to businesses,
many students and teachers were required to work from home, thus immediately having
to move their teaching online or to a hybrid classroom scenario that was previously
thought to be the exception and not the standard. Many teachers had not taken part in
either a digital or hybrid educational paradigm and were quite lost in the mix of learning
to work with the tools they had. Furthermore, they were lost when tasked with keeping a
viable curriculum for their students. Although many teachers have begun to adopt more
technology into their curriculum through the use of YouTube and other streaming
services (Bauer, 2009; Bovin, 2018; Cayari, 2017; Chtouki, Harroud, Khalidi, & Bennani,
2012; Green, 2019; Kruse & Veblen, 2012; McMarrow, 2018; Samsonov, Daspit,
Mayers, & Briggs, 2009; Thorgersen & Zandén, 2014), and have worked to introduce
the flipped classroom approach to music education where students are supported in
their education through a device at home or outside the classroom, the immediacy of
closure proved that as a field, music educators were not yet prepared for teaching
music online or hybridized, and lacked the infrastructure to support a fully flipped
classroom.
As a resource, YouTube provides an open door to the various musics of a world
that both students and teachers may not have been previously privy to within the four
walls of a music classroom. Given YouTube’s popularity around the world and the ability
for students to share their performances, Cayari (2011, p. 24) states, “YouTube can be
seen as a large canvas that allows millions of artists to place their own mark on a digital
2

mosaic.” Many performers use the medium to share their music on a free platform that
transcends language barriers and socioeconomic statuses. YouTube has provided
numerous students with an education beyond the classroom free of charge (Gilroy,
2010), allowing anyone with an internet connection the ability to learn to work and grow.
Music teachers can use videos on YouTube to demonstrate various instruments they
may not have had access to in their classroom or show various videos of the same
piece of music, having students compare the differences in the videos.
Due to the novelty of the COVID-19 pandemic, there is insufficient research on
the consequences it has had on general education or music education (Carrillo &
Flores, 2020; Grogan Iii, 2020; Igra, 2020; Shaw, 2020), and more specifically, there is
little to no research on 1.) how administrators have had to deal with the effect of the
pandemic and on 2.) the supervision of music education at the district level.
Administrators in the field of music education have been tasked with curriculum
changes, policy changes, and health and safety measures not thought of before 2020.
A major push since the pandemic began has been including Social Emotional
Learning in the educational practices of our teachers. Districts are providing
professional development to administrators and teachers alike with the addition of
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) to better support the well-being of students during this
time of loss and sorrow, a curriculum including SEL provides for the whole child (Edgar,
2013, 2014, 2015; Edgar, Morrison, & Morrison, 2020; Varner, 2020; Yanko, 2020). This
holistic approach not only teaches the content (in this case music), but also promotes
mental health awareness and preventative measures. Music educators are in a great
position to positively effect a student’s welfare, as they are with their students more
3

often than any other teacher. As Edgar states, “This bond can be attributed to multiple
years with the same teacher, augmented time spent in rehearsals outside of the
classroom, and the inherent emotional connection and trust that group music making
can create” (2013, p. 30).
This chapter should further explain the basis of my research as well as how I
build a theory on change through my place within the music education community,
specifically a school district in Central Florida. I provide information in a way where the
reader can get a glimpse into the changes to curriculum I shared with our teachers on
hybrid and digital learning while still keeping a viable, quality curriculum, and how our
teachers had to change their approach designing and delivering curriculum. Interwoven
in this data, I share the stories of teachers dealing with grief, loss, stress, and the
unknown future of music education in our county. I also impart my own stories of
dealing with the stresses set forth by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Background
Music education during the COVID-19 pandemic has changed dramatically for
both the educator and the student, the performance of music (live or recorded), and
consumption (Austin, 2020; Crappell, 2020; Daubney & Fautley, 2020; Edgar et al.,
2020; Menhart, 2020; Morrison, 2020; Reimers, Schleicher, Saavedra, & Tuominen,
2020; Shaw, 2020). In this dissertation, I seek to set forth a framework based on my
experience as a district resource for music educators during the COVID-19 pandemic
while also telling the story of how I arrived where I am at this place in time, as I write this
dissertation. I am a PhD student who began my degree program in much the same way
as how the world of music education is now living—in a digital-hybrid format. I have
4

been lucky enough to be one of two students at the University of South Florida to
participate in a “trial” of a synchronous PhD program in music education, attending
classes virtually while the majority of (all but the two of us) attended classes in person.
Many of the issues our students now face, from microphones not working, to video
issues, and poor internet connections, occurred during classes while both the
professors and we the students worked out the kinks in a synchronous online
environment.
While frustrating, this style of learning was not new to me, as I received my
Master’s degree online (asynchronously), and I had already begun testing the waters of
a flipped classroom with my own elementary school music students. The social aspect
and connectedness of the internet has always intrigued me as it pertains to pedagogy
and music education. The internet affords teachers and students with opportunities
often limited by socioeconomic differences. Working in a Title I school, my students may
not have ever seen a concert hall, Broadway show, or heard a live orchestra, but with
YouTube and other video services, many of these previously unaffordable events
became available in our classrooms and their homes.
As I explore more completely in Chapter 2, many studies have shown how
students may upload assignments to YouTube in order to share their
ideas/compositions (Armstrong, 2012; Ashraf, 2009; Crawford, 2017; Jackman, 2019;
Jenkins, 2007; Jung & Lee, 2015; Means, Toyama, Murphy, & Baki, 2013). Classrooms
have begun to “flip” their curriculum, where the teacher assigns videos to students for
homework and then are able to spend more time discussing or creating in the brick and
mortar classroom (Webb, 2007). One of the major advantages of using YouTube and
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other media sharing sites is to build a portfolio without worrying about storage, and
other students (or people in general) may comment and critique the work uploaded
(Waldron, 2013). Using digital media to supplement the curriculum currently in place not
only adds a culturally relevant element to the music classroom but allows for more
creativity inside and outside of the classroom.
It is this digital implementation and systemic restructuring that may help teachers
better cope with the changes we are experiencing, as well as afford an outlet for
students (and teachers as well) to express themselves and share their
feelings/emotions as they navigate through the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond. This
work builds on the experiences gained by living through the COVID-19 pandemic but
reaches into the future as we as a profession grapple with the larger issues involved
with online and hybrid versions of music teaching and learning.
Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore my journey as a music resource
specialist, husband, father, and empathetic human being during the COVID-19
pandemic and how it is affecting me in all these areas of professional and personal life.
During this journey I have become a resource not only for curriculum and music, but for
counseling on how to cope in times of stress and trauma. This paper is an
autoethnography involving self-observation and reflexive investigation, with data from
correspondence through emails, conversations, and general classroom walkthroughs as
is it an obligation of my position in the district. I specifically examine 1.) the values music
teachers place on music performance vs diverse other pedagogies during the COVID19 pandemic, 2.) what music teachers have lost and/or gained during the COVID-19
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pandemic, 3.) changes the teachers have had to make to adjust to teaching during the
COVID-19 pandemic, 4.) curriculum adjustments for teaching in a synchronous and/or
asynchronous style of teaching, 5.) how teachers envision these changes impacting
their teaching practice, post-COVID-19 pandemic, and 6.) how the COVID-19 pandemic
affected my position and my pedagogy now and in the future?
Through this examination, I attempt to find innovation at the ground level as well
as ways to change the current pedagogical models in classrooms towards an approach
that is more student centered and less director centered. While some of my teachers
have shown their ability to adapt to change, many are resistant. Without change and
innovation regarding their methods of reaching students, their programs stagnate, and
students miss out on the opportunity to become lifelong music participators. It is my
hope that from the major shift in education caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, there
can be an unfreezing of the teacher centered methodology found in many classrooms
and a change now to a classroom with autonomy, where students are in charge of their
education and the teacher is a support. We can then re-freeze the methods and move
on from there.
Rationale
Scholars and researchers have provided insight into the importance of doing
autoethnography during and after loss/grief as a way to self-regulate and deal with the
affects they are feeling (Adams, Jones, & Ellis, 2014; Bochner & Ellis, 2002; Douglas &
Carless, 2013; Ellis, 1995, 1998b; Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011; Ellis & Bochner,
1996; S. H. Jones, Ellis, & Adams, 2016). The rationale behind my research comes
from understanding both the personal side of what has happened during the COVID-19
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pandemic as well as the professional side in which I, as a resource specialist, have had
to deal with the virus affecting our schools and the students/teachers within them. A
literature review shows very limited research on autoethnography as a research method
in music education, music administration, or music during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Prior to (and during) the pandemic, I was enrolled at the University of South Florida as a
PhD student in music education as a “hybrid” student. Much of my participation in this
program has been virtual, and as such, I felt prepared for the impending digital divide
we met during the pandemic.
Theoretical Framework
“Autoethnography is gaining momentum as a research method within the creative
and performing arts, partly because of the opportunity it provides for writers, artists,
performers and others to reflect critically upon their personal and professional creative
experiences” (Pace, 2012). This dissertation is about my journey, rooted in ideas which
are presented by gathering and analyzing relevant data from teachers around the
school district as a current member of the music education community that I am a part
of while simultaneously researching, and personally reflecting on what I am living
through.
I have found that Lewin’s Change Theory (Lewin, 1947; Schein, 1999) fits the
narrative well, as I believe due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there needed to be an
“unfreezing” of methods and an implementation of change in order to teach during and
after such a societal shift. To make a substantial change allowing for an unfreezing
moment, a catalyst needed to occur, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, completely
stopping whatever method of education is in place. Only by unfreezing this previous
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method, can real change take place, and we then “refreeze” the newer method for
future use. Many teachers in my district are frustrated with how they are treated and/or
taking on more than what they are expected to. It is through this dissatisfaction during
the pandemic that change has been necessary, as Schein (1999, p. 60) states, “It is my
belief that all forms of learning and change start with some form of dissatisfaction or
frustration generated by data that disconfirm our expectations or hopes.” The following
figure demonstrates what is needed for organizational change and where unfreezing

Figure 1 BMC Blog on Lewin's Change Theory (Raza, 2021)

and freezing takes place in the change process. In a situation such as mine, with
teachers taking the place of the employee, they must still be involved in the change, and
take ownership.
I have collected and told stories, relate events, and describe changes that have
allowed me as the researcher to propose a theory for others to better understand and
explain the affordances and constraints of online learning. COVID-19 has affected
9

pedagogy and holistic education in Osceola County, Florida, the school district in which
I work. I tell the story and explain my findings. Here are some definitions that help to
understand many of the concepts in this dissertation.
Definition of Terms
In this study, I use certain vocabulary found in my research and the literature
discussing autoethnography, administration, and loss/grief. In this section, I attempt to
make clear the terms used to better inform the reader and ensure the highest degree of
understanding from my story. As the overarching theme, autoethnography (Adams,
Ellis, & Jones, 2017; Adams et al., 2014; Douglas & Carless, 2013; Ellis et al., 2011;
Ellis & Bochner, 2000; Ellis & Bochner, 1996; S. H. Jones et al., 2016; PensoneauConway, Adams, & Bolen, 2017; Wiley, 2019) should be best understood as a form of
research in which the reader is given an insider’s look into a culture. Another term used
in this paper, Social Emotional Learning (Clements-Cortes, 2014; Edgar, 2013, 2014,
2015; Edgar et al., 2020; North, Hargreaves, & O'Neill, 2000; Varner, 2019, 2020;
Yanko, 2020), explains the importance of holistic teaching and guarantees a student’s
needs are met not only musically or educationally, but emotionally. Project-based
Learning and Student Centered Learning (Blair, 2009; Cremata & Powell, 2015; Hansen
& Imse, 2016; L. Jones, 2007; Kelson & Distlehorst, 2000; Leat, 2017; Mihić & Završki,
2017; Watson & Reigeluth, 2008; B. Williams, 2018; David A Williams & Kladder, 2019)
also make their way into this dissertation as the shift from face-to-face learning changed
quickly to digital learning, forcing students to become autonomous in how they learn.
The teacher was no longer on the podium so to speak. This opened the door to various
teaching strategies and pedagogical methods not previously attempted.
10

Autoethnography
Autoethnography, has become a legitimate research method using storytelling to
share the ethnographic landscape from the perspective of the writer. “When researchers
do autoethnography, they retrospectively and selectively write about epiphanies that
stem from, or are made possible by, being part of a culture and/or by possessing a
particular cultural identity” (Ellis et al., 2011). The authors explain that autoethnography
is a tool to help explain their views and epiphanies. Furthermore, It provides a way for
them to consider ways to allow others to experience these epiphanies. Pratt (1991, p.
35), describes autoethnography as a “text in which people undertake to describe
themselves in ways that engage with representations others have made of them.” This
definition pulls the lens of research away from the culture and onto the researcher
themselves. While an autoethnography may be a story of one’s own journey, the
ethnographic lens should still be of importance. One of the purposes of
autoethnography, as explained by Adams, Ellis, and Jones (2017), is to inform readers
about certain aspects of cultural life that readers might not know as intimately as the
researcher/writer has lived it.
Social Emotional Learning
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) “is the process through which all young people
and adults acquire and apply the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to develop healthy
identities, manage emotions and achieve personal and collective goals, feel and show
empathy for others, establish and maintain supportive relationships, and make
responsible and caring decisions” (CASEL, 2020). In short, SEL is an intervention
technique that is universal in that all students may benefit from an awareness of their
emotions and their social settings, and learning how to manage their emotions within
11

these settings (Edgar, 2013). The implementation of SEL into a music classroom
directly supports creativity and achievement, and as the amount of time a music student
spends with their teacher is exponentially larger than with a counselor or general
classroom teacher, the music teacher is in the best position to support students and
their emotional health. Looking at the following figure from the CASEL website, one can
see a visual representation of how Social Emotional Learning fits into the classroom at a
very general and organic level. Towards the center of this SEL graphic are the
competencies in which we want our students (or teachers) to be proficient.
According to CASEL (2020), “SEL instruction is carried out most effectively in
nurturing, safe environments characterized by positive, caring relationships among
students and teachers.” While it may seem redundant to include the school and
classrooms in the graphic, it is important to understand the other contexts in which a
student is at school outside of the classroom, the hallways, cafeteria, media center, and
music room. Families and communities are all part of broader systems that shape
learning, development, and experiences for the students as well.

12

Figure 2 Social Emotional Learning Overview (CASEL, 2020)

Project-based Learning
Many classrooms may be content specific, or content-oriented, but in a projectbased classroom, the needs of student comes first (Norman & Spohrer, 1996), whereas
content is taught through problems or projects that are created to fit the students’ needs
and abilities. Authenticity is also an important factor when implementing a Project
(problem) Based Learning (PBL) classroom, if the students are not interested or don’t
find the projects necessary, they do not take ownership over their own learning.
Gardner (1989) also highlighted the importance of relevance to the child in education,
whereas children should learn concepts in relation to art projects they are already
engaged in and intimately connected to. Arts courses need to be presented by those
who are themselves immersed in the arts, “If the area is music, the teacher must be
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able to "think musically" – and not merely introduce music via language or logic,”
(Gardner, 1989). Furthermore, educators who do not possess these skills should find
ways to develop these unique cognitive skills.
Student-Centered Learning
Dewey (1897, p. 9) states, “The teacher is not in the school to impose certain
ideas or to form certain habits in the child, but is there as a member of the community to
select the influences which shall affect the child and to assist him in properly responding
to these influences.” The definition of student-centered learning or learner-centered
pedagogy, very basically, puts students at the center of their own learning. Students are
actively participating in teaching each other as well, at their own pace, using strategies
that work best for them (Crumly & Dietz, 2014; L. Jones, 2007; Wright, 2011).
Norman and Spohrer (1996) discuss 3 dimensions of instruction in studentcentered or project-based learning. The first, engagement, pertains to the importance of
motivation and the use of technology to encourage interaction and feedback
immediately in the lives of students. When students are engaged, they are motivated to
excel and are more likely to spend quality “time on task” with their work. The second
dimension is effectiveness—whether students are retaining lessons being taught. In
SCL, the effectiveness lies within the student’s ability to demonstrate their
understanding and knowledge of the subject at hand. The culminating event in
traditional classrooms is a test, where students are required to recall information given
to them by teachers. Conversely, in the SCL classroom, projects are the culmination of
education. The third dimension, viability, pertains to the success of the project (in the
case of this dissertation, technology success) in terms of student reception and
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integration into the classroom. Without the possibility of success for both teacher and
students, there is no good reason to continue with a lesson.
While PBL and SCL classrooms may have similarities, there are differences
needing clarification. A project-based lesson may be student centered or teacher
centered, not taking away from the goal of students working towards a goal and taking
ownership over the project. Student-centered learning may involve projects and
problems, but the most important factor is student autonomy and student leadership.
The students are in control of their learning regardless of the lesson, SCL allows the
students to work independently from the teacher to better understand a concept through
play or exploration, an idea often mentioned in elementary music pedagogies.
Distance Education
Distance education is institutionally-based, as it is different from general online
study where a student (or learner) obtains information on their own. Distance education
can be defined both geographically and by time. Learning may take place in two
different locations, synchronously, or they may be in two locations at different times,
asynchronously (Simonson & Seepersaud, 2018). The main difference between
synchronous and asynchronous learning is through interaction with other students and
teachers. Synchronous education allows for teachers to work with students in real time,
providing immediate feedback and the opportunity for dialogue, whereas asynchronous
learning takes place over time and does not provide an opportunity for live conversation.
The following graphic (Scheiderer, 2020) best explains what online education looks like
through both asynchronous and synchronous delivery.
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Figure 2 shows the similarities and differences between Asynchronous and
Synchronous online classes. In Asynchronous classes, students are able to complete
work on their own schedule, receive immediate feedback on quizzes embedded into the
curriculum, and have the opportunity to schedule group projects at any point that works
with everyone’s schedule. With a synchronous class, students attend class with the
teacher and other students virtually, they participate in real time conversations, and may
present “live” to students in their class, improving their skills for real world opportunities.
Both asynchronous and synchronous classes provide students the ability to attend class
from anywhere with internet connection, students are able to communicate with
teachers through learning management systems and email, students may network and
connect with likeminded students within their classes.

Figure 3 Conceptual Model of Distance Learning (Scheiderer, J. 2020)
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Chapter 2:
Review of Literature
In this next chapter I review the literature on topics relative to my journey as a
music educator and district arts coordinator, as I consider the ways that I have had to
change my path due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I begin this literature review by
discussing autoethnographic writings and the place that they serve in the pantheon of
research methodologies, and then move to unpacking the literature on music
administration. I continue from there with the topic of loss and grief in music education,
finishing with new research on music education during the COVID-19 pandemic. In the
final section of this chapter I focus on how the aforementioned subjects relate to each
other. I explain how the literature does and does not compare to this study on the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on music education at all levels.
History of Autoethnography
“History, like any other story, is subject to amendment, development, alteration,
expansion and change—forever re-written as new insights, stories, perspectives,
contexts or understandings are uncovered” (Douglas & Carless, 2013, p. 84). The
history of autoethnography does not have a specific starting point, and doing
autoethnography is still a relatively novel method of research in higher education, with
one of the first references to the term “auto-ethnography” coming from Karl Heider’s
(1975) “What Do People Do? Dani Auto-Ethnography.” In the article, Heider describes a
study of Dani schoolchildren responding to the question “What do people do?” The
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children were asked the question about their own world while their answers were being
recorded by Heider. He received approximately 50 responses from each. What
transpired resulted in an understanding of the Dani people from their own perspective,
the collecting of qualitative data, and the discovery of patterns and themes to address
specific research questions. A few years later, Walter Goldschmidt (1977) stated, “in a
sense, all ethnography is self-ethnography” (p. 294) while David Hayano (1979)
discusses writing ethnographies of one’s own people, though it “is not a specific
research technique, method, or theory” (p. 99). Although these authors introduced
autoethnography as a method of research, they did not fully grasp the function of the
approach. In Autoethnography (Adams et al., 2014, pp. 1-2), the authors lay out six
concepts of the aims of autoethnography:
1. Uses a researcher’s personal experience to describe and critique
cultural beliefs, practices, and experiences
2. Acknowledges and values a researcher’s relationships with
others
3. Uses deep and careful self-reflection-typically referred to as
“reflexivity” – to name and interrogate the intersections between
self and society, the particular and the general, the personal and
the political
4. Shows “people in the process of figuring out what to do, how to
live, and the meaning of their struggles”
5. Balances intellectual and methodological rigor, emotion, and
creativity
6. Strives for social justice and to make life better
While Heider, Goldschmidt, and Hayano describe many of these autoethnographical
characteristics, reflexivity was not mentioned. There needs to be self-reflection and
reflective give and take among the researcher and the researched in
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autoethnographical research. The authors reflect on the cultures studied and, while
Hayano touches on “intimate familiarities” and “permanent self-identification with a
group and fully internal membership, as recognized both by themselves and the people
of whom they are a part” (1979, p. 100), he also mentions (p. 103) that the research
being done is for the purpose of analyzing “one's own life through the procedures of
ethnography. These studies are not only auto-ethnographic, they are self-ethnographic,”
distancing autoethnographies from a notion of self-ethnographies. A decade later, Adler
and Adler (1987) explained a similar history, including a description of the nature of
researchers in early autoethnographic research. They state that researchers in this
tradition have a similar master status to those whom they study, a deep understanding
and familiarity of those whom they study that reaches a unique and elevated status.
These researchers were very much insiders to the way of life of the people groups they
were studying. This breakdown was used to describe what Adler and Adler call CMRs
or “Complete-Member-Researchers” (1987, p. 67).
Similar to previous definitions, Pratt (1991, p. 35), describes autoethnography as
a “text in which people undertake to describe themselves in ways that engage with
representations others have made of them.” Over the next decade, the use of
autoethnography as a research method began to increase dramatically (Ellis, 1997,
1998a, 1998b, 1999; Ellis & Bochner, 1996; Gabriele, 1997; Gravel, 1995; Key, 1992;
Koivu-Rybicki, 1996; Unser, 1998) as more researchers attempted to discover
themselves through ethnographic study. Stemming from her own loss and grief, Carolyn
Ellis has written numerous books and articles within the autoethnographic sphere
(Adams et al., 2014; Ellis, 1995, 1999), becoming a leading voice on the subject.
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Through her writings, and those of her contemporaries, Ellis has “made an effort to
deepen our capacity to empathize with people who are different from us” (Ellis et al.,
2011, p. 274). She further explains that it is through autoethnography that researchers
produce “meaningful, accessible, and evocative research grounded in personal
experience.”
As a research method, autoethnography has recently “made a place for itself in
one of the main academic databases for business studies and the social sciences” (AuYong-Oliveira, 2020, p. 10). Moreover, “autoethnographic texts demonstrate knowledge
of past research on a topic and seek to contribute to this research” (S. H. Jones et al.,
2016, p. 23), and seek to increase the readability of research findings for the people
who might benefit most from the results of the work. Researchers utilized
autoethnography to allow both the reader and the researcher “to reconsider how we
think, how we do research and maintain relationships, and how we live” (Adams et al.,
2014, p. 8).
Music Administration
Music Administration has taken on a different role in the past 100 years (Andrew,
1956; Boska, 1970; Glenn, 1927; Heller & Quatraro, 1977; Justus, 1955; McQuerrey,
1972; Normann, 1959; Porter, 1994), sometimes due to the general classroom teacher
also being the music teacher, and sometimes due to there being a “supervisor”
supplying ideas and lessons for the classroom teacher. In many school districts there is
now a supervisor (or the equivalent) in addition to the general music, band, chorus, or
orchestra teachers in the district. These positions are now falling away due to budget
cuts and the amalgamation of departments within districts leaving music teachers
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without a support system (Luebke, 2013). One of the earliest accounts of music
supervisors (Glenn, 1927) begins with a definition of the position as one teacher
traveling to various schools to both teach students and classroom teachers, teaching
students themselves only 1 out of 20 instructional days per school year. In an effort to
define the role of a music supervisor, Glenn writes “The fundamental purpose of
supervision is to increase the efficiency of the classroom teacher and supervision is
worthy of the name only when it results in such an increase” (p. 37).
In one study, Justus (1955) noted that the music supervisor was expected to visit
classrooms and assist general teachers in their music instruction. The researcher goes
on to define an elementary music supervisor as “those special teachers who have the
responsibilities concerning the regulation of the music program in the elementary school
and the supervision of the teaching therein” (p. 3). In this case, there were no music
teachers in the schools, and the supervisor provided guidance, and in some cases
curriculum, to the classroom teacher. Although not ideal, it did guarantee music
instruction (whether at a high quality level or not) was given to every student. Even as
recently as 1972 (Dawson), a study indicated some confusion as to what the expected
role of the music supervisor was supposed to be. Where some districts may have
considered the supervisor as the “educational leader providing stimulation and
inspiration to the rest of the music, setting guidelines for teachers’ professional growth”
(p. 397), other districts considered the role of the music supervisor as the person
“assisting non-music specialists in the elementary classroom.”
A similar study from the same year by McQuerrey (1972), shows the same lack
of clarity in the role of the music supervisor. “The time allotments of the elementary
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music supervisors and secondary-unified supervisors were similar except that
elementary music supervisors were more involved with classroom teachers and with
actual teaching, and secondary-unified music supervisors spent more time in
community and professional involvement” (p. 380). Of the 153 supervisors surveyed in
California, 64 were not full time and also an active classroom teacher, while half of
those were involved in a curricular area outside of music. McQuerrey further explains
that issues in the diversity of supervisory roles and the abundance of titles indicate a
need for clarity of the music supervisor position and their role.
However, another study (Boska, 1970) showed, in Florida, music supervisors
were thought to be responsible for the recruitment, selection, and placement of
instructional personnel in order to build the quality of programs. It has been shown in
the data of this study that, even in 1970, principals were still the deciding factor in who
was hired due to their better understanding of specific school cultures and whether or
not a teacher would be a good fit for a particular school. The role of the supervisor was
still vague and not specified in any way. This trend has continued through a study of
Georgia music supervisors (Porter, 1994), where the researcher states that “the findings
of the existing research consistently indicate that this role is in need of definition and
clarification” (p. 5), and “unless the duties and responsibilities of the music supervisor
are clearly defined and the skills and tasks delineated for the person in the position, the
kinds of supervisory services which can and must be provided within the schools may
be neglected” (p. 118).
Recently, evaluating has become more important in the role of the music
supervisor along with the multitude of responsibilities defined previously such as
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curriculum, budget, marketing, and others. Recent studies (Katz-Cote, 2016; Luebke,
2013; O'Neil, 2018) expose a feeling of isolation for music educators and a need for
professional development for both teachers and supervisors. As teachers are often
islands within their school, especially new teachers, content supervisors often feel a
need to give extra support and create “knowledge communities” (Katz-Cote, 2016)
within their districts for these teachers. In doing so, supervisors then become isolated
from their own knowledge communities as well. Finding that balance to assist not only in
curriculum and pedagogy, but as a social-emotional support system proves to be
difficult.
Pedagogical Creativity
According to Powell and Burstein (2017), “music, like language, is best learned in
conversation with others who have already achieved some level of fluency and in such
a way as allows for uncorrected musicking.” The authors discuss the difference between
a course such as Modern Band utilizing a “Music as a Second Language” approach,
which places music-making first, and the traditional American music classrooms which
emphasizes note reading and analysis. The Music as a Second Language (MSL)
pedagogical approach to music education was developed by David Wish (Powell &
Burstein, 2017), the founder of Little Kids Rock, and associates the acquisition of
musical knowledge to that of a second language. Similar to how children learn to speak
their first or second language, the early stages of language acquisition are usually
nonsensical or babble, and through conversation with those more adept at the
language, children begin to better understand and better use their language. This
approach to music learning is similar to that of Kodaly and Suzuki where students are
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making music before they understand how to read or write it (Byo, 2018), and similar in
some regards to Edwin Gordon’s music learning theory approach to music instruction
(E. E. Gordon, 2013).
In contrast to a traditional music education where the teacher stands in the front
of a classroom lecturing or conducting a group, the MSL approach and popular music
pedagogy place the onus of education and learning on the students and the teacher
becomes only a facilitator. In a band class, a director may expect students to play
uniformly and perfectly as the culmination of rehearsals at a festival or concert. These
performances themselves mimic the classroom, where one entity bestows information
while the other receives the information. During the COVID-19 pandemic, where many
music rooms are either digital or hybrid, this pedagogical method does not work as well.
In a popular music or modern band class, the culmination of rehearsals may result in an
informance or a concert in which the audience may sing along. This may be done
virtually from the classroom or in a pre-recorded virtual concert format. Within an
encouraged autonomous classroom, like those advocated by Little Kids Rock and
others (David A Williams & Randles, 2017), students are able to learn in any
environment, face-to-face, or digitally. Cremata (2017) likens this facilitation to
approximation “through a process in which the learner is encouraged rather than
discouraged,” mistakes are accepted, and students are directed towards self-discovery
and autonomy.
With the influx of digital learning during the COVID-19 pandemic, students and
teachers have been placed in unfamiliar territory as far as delivery of information is
concerned. Many teachers have turned to online videos to supplement their instruction
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using websites such as Vimeo and YouTube. Other examples of using YouTube in
education include digital storytelling, “in which digital stories interweave different media
to support the art of telling a tale” (Dreon, Kerper, & Landis, 2011, p. 5). Students (or
teachers) share their stories by uploading videos on to YouTube, connecting to their
peers in a way they are used to consuming information, thus allowing for review of
information and concepts within a story. In an Introduction to Engineering
Thermodynamics class, Liberatore (2010) showed students a video on YouTube of a
man walking on water, which excited students and instigated a discussion. “Seeing the
interesting problems their professor works on piques their interest and motivates them
to get the most out of their studies” (Liberatore, 2010, p. 216).
One meta-analysis of online, blended (or hybrid), and face-to-face learning
suggested “that in recent applications, purely online learning has been equivalent to
face-to-face instruction in effectiveness, and blended approaches have been more
effective than instruction offered entirely in a face-to-face mode” (Means et al., 2013, p.
35). Another study on the effect of instructional videos on performance achievement
(Selfridge, 2018), showed significant positive effects on student performance compared
to normal practice with no video, when students watched the videos at home. There
was also more consistency in the scores of the post-test for those who watched the
videos than those in the control group who did not. The pre- and post-test performance
was scored based on pitch, rhythm, fluency, and articulation on an “etude” for
elementary band composed by the researcher.
YouTube has opened the space of music learning throughout the world by
connecting people with online videos. Educators may post lectures, slideshows, and
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more to allow students the possibility of learning outside the classroom in a blended or
hybrid pedagogical approach. Also, students are able to upload video responses and/or
their own videos for assignments (Armstrong, 2012; Ashraf, 2009; Crawford, 2017;
Jackman, 2019; Jenkins, 2007; Jung & Lee, 2015; Means et al., 2013). In music
education, teachers may supplement their classroom pedagogy with listening/watching
examples for students outside the classroom in order to spend more time in the
classroom evaluating and discussing (Webb, 2007). Another possibility is for students to
create a “portfolio” of compositions and post them on YouTube for other students to
critique (Waldron, 2013). YouTube also builds communities through music (Armstrong,
2012; Cayari, 2015; Cremata & Powell, 2015), and in one instance, a viral video of
vocalists (Cayari, 2016) performing in virtual ensembles. Eric Whitaker’s Virtual Choir
singing Lux Aurumque was a virtually mediated group of amateur singers, building a
community from across the world for the purpose of a musical performance (Cayari,
2016).
In a study of the Online Academy of Irish Music, Waldron (2012) discusses the
website of the organization, highlighting a list of instructional videos on YouTube
featuring their instructors playing on specific instruments. The site allows learners to
purchase “tokens” and then upload videos of themselves playing for the instructors to
send feedback and critique student performances. In this way, the site combines formal
music practices (lessons on a one-to-one basis) with informal practices (group learning
at a student’s own pace) using the online platform. As Hansen (2018, p. 152) states,
“The potential value of YouTube and sites like it for facilitating early experiences in
instrumental music deserves greater recognition.” Hanson continues explaining the
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capabilities that YouTube has to supplement early instrumental instruction such as
portability (YouTube can be watched on phones, tablets, and laptops), instant guidance
(with an internet connection, students may search through thousands of videos for
information), and the wide reach of the internet (through YouTube, students and
teachers are able to learn about cultures from around the world as well as share their
own). Armstrong (2012) explains it fairly well:
“As opportunities for computer‐mediated social interaction increase
across cultures and traditional boundaries, users around the world will
build communities unlike those which have come before. It is this
capacity for creating cross‐cultural linkages that articulates what I
believe to be one of Internet technology’s primary social benefits” (p.
113).
Including YouTube in and out of the classroom presents many opportunities for
educators. By using blended or hybrid learning, they can better facilitate learning for
their students. The sociality of YouTube is not only restricted to either online or offline
(students share and discuss videos not only online, but in person as well), so it is
important to not separate the two (Markham & Baym, 2008). Having students view
videos at home or outside the classroom and then analyze and discuss the videos in the
classroom provides a deeper conversation. Webb (2007, p. 159) explains that “by
drawing on the non-formal ways in which students listen and respond to music, crossmedia listening can assist in making classroom music analysis a more multidimensional,
imaginative and vital educational experience.”
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Loss/Grief in (Music) Education and beyond
The demands of teachers (and supervisors), both in music and general
education, grow every year with added educational evaluations such as standardized
testing, deliberate practices, common core requirements, and other “quantifiable”
identifiers of what constitutes growth (Katz-Cote, 2016; Sears, 2019). Added to these
demands are those desirable outcomes that are much more difficult to quantify—the
social-emotional needs of students. The majority of articles found in this literature
review focus on how educators can assist students in dealing with loss and grief
(Hanser, ter Bogt, Van den Tol, Mark, & Vingerhoets, 2016; McDermott, 2020;
McFerran & Hunt, 2008; Myers-Coffman, Baker, & Bradt, 2020; Roy, Devroop, & Getz,
2015; Skidmore, 2016; Varner, 2019, 2020; Willow-Peterson, 2016; Woodward, 2015),
but not quite as much on educators dealing with loss (Kivisalu Hickey, 2008; Oliver,
2019; Sears, 2019).
According to Oliver (2019, p. 15), “educators exhibit three elements which frame
the issue of disenfranchised, or hidden grief for teachers. The first element is the need
to be human and have personal and connecting interactions, the second is the personal
belief that teachers need to control their emotions and exhibit traits of a leader, and the
third was to care for young people.” Oliver further explains a sense of engagement loss,
performance loss, and a lack of mental fortitude following a loss in students regardless
of the amount of support and sympathy from those around them. There tends to be a
disconnect from work expectations and personal loss where work is seen as the needed
distraction during a time of grief. In her study of the effects of loss and grief on
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educators, Oliver noted, “being forced to be present and in the moment in a highly
demanding job helped in some ways to center them” (p. 123).
In her article on using language to respond to death, Beckelhimer (2017)
explains the lack of support for teachers to prepare and deal with the inevitable situation
of death in the classroom. She goes on to explain that the ability to respond to death
comes not only from educating yourself on the situations, but from learning from
experience. These experiences are often firsthand and can also come from shared
stories. One way for educators to cope with loss or grief is through autoethnography. As
stated by Adams (2012, p. 184), one of the joys of autoethnography is “the ability for a
person to use writing or performance to navigate pain, work through confusion, express
anger, and come to terms with uncertainty.” Although doing autoethnography may not
allow for the author to completely overcome pain or loss, Adams continues, it allows for
the bereaved to “help manage some pain and confusion, anger and uncertainty, love
and loss; it can help us, as writers and performers, write through and interrogate sad,
disturbing, and/or complicated experiences” (p. 184). Another coping mechanism for
loss or grief is music therapy; music therapists use “the properties of music to motivate
health-oriented behavior, facilitate insight, and promote communication and expression,
and are trained in this model by registered institutions” (McFerran & Hunt, 2008, p. 44).
Through music therapy, students better understand themselves and form a
musical identity which then may allow them to create a narrative where they may
overcome or lessen feelings of loss and grief. In a study by Ruud (1997), 20 students
were asked to provide a tape of music that has had a “significant impact” on their lives
and were then were asked to provide a commentary on the music. Although this study
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was focused on musical identities, Ruud (p. 12) goes on to explain the “knowledge of
how music may help to construct an individual's conception of oneself may help music
therapists choose the right music for their clients, as well as choose the proper music to
empower people within their own cultural context.”
“I looked at the process of writing the narrative as a healing exercise, a way to
come to terms with my experience and perhaps gain some perspective on the process
of recovery” (Parke, 2018, p. 2969). This narrative appears quite often when concerning
autoethnography, particularly the work of Carolyn Ellis. She explains how doing
autoethnography led her “to begin keeping notes on my relational and personal
experiences of grief and loss, which eventually resulted in some of my first
autoethnographic writing” (S. H. Jones et al., 2016, p. 17). From these notes, Ellis was
able to work through the loss of both a family member and a partner, eventually
published as her first autoethnographic book (Ellis, 1995). As autoethnography is
grounded in personal experience and stories, “we write, dance, paint, and perform the
ways we have lived” (S. H. Jones et al., 2016, p. 24). This permits the writer to convey
their feelings in a way that quantitative and some qualitative research does not.
Music Education During COVID-19
In March of 2020, the 4 major school districts in Central Florida closed all
buildings due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this was also typical of school districts across
the United States, and even earlier around the world. Schools were forced to quickly
navigate the online world of education and music education specifically found itself in
very new territory. In a performance-based classroom, presenting information and
facilitating online performance online would prove to be difficult for many educators. In
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the United Kingdom, schools officially closed with lockdown measures imposed on
March 23 (Daubney & Fautley, 2020), allowing only children with specific learning needs
or those of essential workers to attend school. “Over the course of just one weekend,
schools needed to shift significantly from their established models of learning to a hybrid
form, including online learning and sending home learning packs“ (p. 107).
The switch to online learning models presented opportunities for creativity and
new ideas regarding what music education experiences could involve. Many articles in
music education journals focused on the “how” of music education during a pandemic
(Austin, 2020; Bernstorf, 2020; Edgar et al., 2020; Grogan Iii, 2020; Igra, 2020;
Kaschub, 2020; Morrison, 2020; Shaw, 2020) and offered ideas for music educators to
become “future ready.” The majority of these articles emphasized having fun, as if
music education prior to the pandemic was not. Another emphasis of these articles was
a push for Social Emotional Learning (SEL), a construct providing students with the
skills to take on the challenges presented to them (Edgar et al., 2020). Edgar explains
the need for SEL to be embedded within the curriculum and not a separate entity,
causing students to feel it is forced or scripted. Through reflection and discussion,
students are able to understand and process the world around them not only through
language, but through music. This practice also clears the way for students to take
ownership over their own learning.
Shaw provides insight into the future of education post-COVID with a positive
outlook writing, “Educators may have found that their approach to assessment has
evolved in positive directions during Covid-19” (2020, p. 5). By individualizing instruction
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through an online platform, teachers can better assess students and may find that these
assessments don’t necessarily have to be tied to grading.
Summary
This chapter has highlighted many areas of research and concerns that are
important and necessary in preparation for understanding the journey through the
COVID-19 pandemic that I have experienced as a district specialist. Music education is
at a turning point, both pedagogically and emotionally. How teachers are supported by
district supervisors directly relates to how teachers may then support their students
during times of loss and grief. Much of the previous research on doing autoethnography,
understanding loss and grief, the role of the music administrator, and creativity involved
in music pedagogy existed as isolated topics. Very little research, though, existed that
connected these topics, and even less research existed about these topics as they were
experienced by those professionals who lived and worked during the COVID-19
pandemic (a point highlighted by the fact that as of this writing, we as a nation are still
living through the end of the pandemic). This supports the rationale behind this
dissertation and further supports the need for more research on teachers and students
in music during times of upheaval.
This dissertation may provide beneficial knowledge regarding the challenges and
sacrifices that faced music educators during this time of crisis, and direction regarding
what music education may look like post COVID-19. Current literature suggests a need
for change in music education from a teacher centered-approach within the four walls of
a classroom to a more student or learner-centered approach expanding beyond the
classroom through online learning. Introducing or including technology in the music
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classroom supports this pedagogical shift and assists teachers in their approach to a
change in music education.
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Chapter 3:
Method
As an educator, I have always been interested in the possibility of making music
outside of my classroom, as well as bridging the gap between the ways society makes
music and the ways students make music within the schools. Early in my career, I
began to “flip” my classroom, introducing concepts to students that they were to work on
when they were not with me. I shared information through various online sources,
asynchronously (synchronous learning was still somewhat novel) through various
sources such as YouTube, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, and a school-based
website. During this time, I would also ask students to share their projects and/or
assignments with me using these same digital pathways. With the introduction of the
iPad and cost effective DAW’s (Digital Audio Workstations), I was able to add more
composition into my curriculum as the students could extend the reach of their
education and music-making more easily with pre-installed high-quality sounds. iPads
give students an opportunity to bypass an immediate need for technique and years of
practice when composing music or being creative with applications such as
GarageBand and Soundtrap. These applications also allow them the ability to create
ostinatos or accompaniments to perform on their traditional instruments, or allow an
iPadist (Randles, 2013), a cellist, a vocalist, and an electric guitarist to perform in an
ensemble together.
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Researcher Lens
My journey as a student at the University of South Florida began, and remains,
online as one of two students testing the waters of a synchronous online PhD in music
education degree. Many classes I attended started with fixing microphones and video
issues or sharing screens and audio with a learning curve on the part of both professors
and students along the way. When I would present as a distance learner, I would need
to make sure my audio was working and that the screen that I was sharing was not
lagging. While presenting, I would rarely have the opportunity to read the room, a quality
that would normally assist me in a face-to-face scenario. This previous experience
provides me with an important lens through which to view what students and teachers
are experiencing now with the use of online synchronous learning during the COVID-19
pandemic.
As the COVID-19 pandemic began, the idea of online learning was well within my
grasp and I believed that I had been afforded an opportunity to make the most of a dire
situation as someone charged with helping other people navigate the difficult times.
Students and teachers have had to navigate distance learning quickly without proper
professional development or learning strategies as we were thrown into the situation
almost immediately starting in March of 2020. As most music classes are performancebased, this online learning divide creates an issue for music teachers with purely
traditional face-to-face teaching methods exclusively. Loss of large and small
ensembles alike created a widespread mood of defeat throughout the school district
where I work as many teachers were unsure of how they would return to normal
classroom activity. At that point, it was my job to assist them in reaching their students
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and ensuring that a viable and quality curriculum would be given for instruction to those
students who were attending school remotely.
As a resource specialist in Osceola County, a large school district located in the
Southeastern United States, I have also had a chance to discuss with and assist
teachers were then dealing with the effects of the pandemic on education. Many
teachers I worked with were dealing with the loss of their programs as they knew them
due to circumstances such as limited performance and practice opportunities, limited
students attending school face-to-face, scheduling conflicts due to the many variables
found in sharing a face-to-face and digital learning situation, and students simply not
feeling safe in such large ensembles (many Band, Chorus, and Orchestra programs fit
double the number of students in their classrooms as normally seen in other classrooms
in the school). The story of how all these factors played out and what that meant for
music education is featured foremost as I write and reflect through the use of
autoethnographic method in this dissertation.
Study Design
Autoethnography offers knowledge on the “particular lives, experiences, and
relationships” (Bailey & Bailey, 2017) concerning people as they live their lives. This
study invites the reader to “engage in the unfolding story of identities, experiences, and
worlds” (p. 35), while working through (with the researcher) what the experiences mean.
I attempt here to contribute to the (minimal) existing literature in this area by using
personal experiences to challenge and better understand the cultural beliefs of what
music education was before, during, and after COVID-19 from the perspective of an
administrator who was then working through it. In this study I address the research
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questions through the use of personal narrative. Using Lewin’s Change Theory (Lewin,
1947; Schein, 1999) as a framework, I sought to understand how music education was
changing in scope, delivery, and pedagogical foci as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. The virus had forced music education to engage with change from
ideological as well as practical perspectives. This change was sweeping and dramatic.
Themes run through this work. I tell the story of why there was (is) a need for
change (COVID-19 pandemic), how the change was (has been) implemented through
professional development and intentional teacher interaction, and the effects of change
on the implementation of new pedagogical methods such as technology use and
learner-centered pedagogy. This autoethnography, my story, looks at the experiences
of teachers I work with, what they mean, and how they affect change. Their experiences
have been rich with meaningful data. I have been a conduit for that data as I oversee
curricular guidelines and actively help teachers work through these difficult times. My
experiences run parallel with and at times dramatically intersect with theirs. I use
autoethnographic methods to powerfully tell this story, situate as best I can this. work in
the language of my actual lived experiences, with the voices of participants (including
myself) as a foremost priority.
Participants
The participants in this study include music teachers and administrators within
and surrounding the School District of Osceola County. The first and main group in this
narrative is the K-12 music teachers in the aforementioned school district. The
disciplines taught by the music educators range from General Music at the K-5 level as
well as Band, Chorus, and Orchestra at the 6-12 level. There are a few itinerant strings
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teachers with student populations ranging from K-12 as well, and some keyboard and
theory classes in a few schools. As a geographically large school district, there are
students living in both suburban and rural communities, as well as a large population of
families in transition (those without permanent addresses). This diverse group of
students creates a divide in the programs the music teachers represent and therefore
changes the approach to music education at their schools. As I am early in my career at
the district supervisor level, the administrators in neighboring districts served as a
support for me throughout this process. Weekly meetings served as an important
method of learning as well as a support from others in similar situations with more
experience in the field.
Procedures and Data Collection
The stories I present in this dissertation were gleaned from conversations, both
in-person and on the phone, as well as classroom visits and walkthroughs. Although no
formal interviews were conducted, correspondence with teachers serves as the basis
for my stories on various events just prior to the COVID-19 shutdown (March 2020) as
well as the events and directives put in place during the pandemic. The term data
analysis may not fit precisely the character of this autoethnography as analysis most
often denotes a breaking down into smaller chunks (Hycner, 1985). In fact, Hycner
further explains that there is not a method that “can be arbitrarily imposed on a
phenomenon since that would do a great injustice to the integrity of that phenomenon”
(p. 280). Drawing from the situations and events of my peers and contemporaries, as
well as my own loss and grief during the pandemic, I attempt to bring the reader along
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this journey as I have experienced it in order to better understand what I have worked
through as a district resource for music educators during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Data is not analyzed by traditional means in autoethnography. The terms
explication (Hycner, 1985) and explicitation, “an investigation of the constituents of a
phenomenon while always keeping the context as a whole” (Giorgi (1975), better fit
what I seek to do with the data collected throughout this process. While I am using data
to inform my stories, I have to bring some literary and artistic sensibility to the telling to
bring the most meaning to it. Each individual in this story has walked their own path, but
we are all walking together through this pandemic, removing one story from the others
does not paint the whole picture as each story is intertwined.
My position within the district grants access to these conversations in a way that
is natural and unique to each individual in their place. While this data was collected
arbitrarily and not through specific survey questions, it was very close to the worlds that
these teachers and their students and communities were actually living in, as they were
not answering how they may feel I wanted them to, or how they were expected to. In the
next section I discuss the various forms of data that I have been able to access over the
period of March 2020 to January 2021.
Forms of Data
Research data for autoethnographical research can come from diverse sources.
In this section I discuss briefly the forms that have most importantly impacted my ability
to tell the stories that I tell here. Within the district there are 47 schools with music
programs and 73 music educators. Of the various data collected, E-mails were by far
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the most often used form of correspondence, with well over 8,000 emails between
March 2020 and March 2021 related to COVID-19 issues.
E-Mails
At the beginning of the pandemic, I received numerous e-mails from teachers
worried about their programs and how they might continue their instruction through
digital means. Another large portion of e-mails pertained to what the district plan was for
students returning to the classroom and their safety. Though much of my
correspondence was sent through mass e-mails, there were many instances where
individual responses would be necessary. While some teachers were worried about
teaching in the classroom, “I am also trying to posture myself to remain teaching online
as I would do most anything to avoid being in a school setting until we have a safer-towork-in environment,” some teachers took on the challenge with levelheadedness and
excitement. As one teacher wrote: “I’m actually looking forward to implementing some
new teaching techniques through technology, especially since next year, in the new
building, I’ll be getting some technology in my classroom that I’ve not had the
opportunity to use before now!”
Observations
While students and teachers returned to classrooms, having administrators and
coaches return to observations was still up in the air in August 2020. Shortly after the
school year began, my position required me to once again travel to various schools and
observe teachers in both their face-to-face settings as well as their digital and hybrid
settings. The first few observations became listening sessions more often than not, with
teachers discussing their concerns over safety issues and students being placed in their
classrooms at any and all times. In one classroom, the teacher was given a difficult set
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of circumstances with multiple levels of the same course during the same class period.
On top of this situation, many students this teacher expected to return to their ensemble
did not due to either scheduling conflicts or their not attending school in a face-to-face
manner. What was once one of the largest and strongest groups in the district, quickly
became one of the smallest groups with a mixture of mostly beginners and a few
advanced students. Situations such as this required discussions with administration at
both the school level and the district level and, in most cases, could not be resolved by
the end of the first semester. As a resource and a liaison for the teachers, it was very
difficult to return to a classroom when changes had not been implemented.
Performances
With the speed at which schools were closed in the Spring of 2020, many
schools were forced to cancel Spring performances as well as state level Music
Performance Assessments (MPA). Though performances in the traditional sense were
all canceled at the beginning of the pandemic, teachers began asking what the
expectations for performances were and how they may hold them. While we removed
any expectations for traditional performances at the district level (teachers were
required to hold 2 performances a year, 1 of which could be MPA), teachers were
encouraged to have students show growth in some way. At various points in the
semester, I was required to update teachers with documents determining the safest
ways to return to classroom playing/singing with performances. These documents were
updated as information was presented by both the Center for Disease Control and a
study on the effects of the performing arts on the return to the rehearsal hall during
COVID-19 (Chairs & Weaver, 2020). Many teachers decided to hold small concerts
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outdoors with social distancing, while some teachers created digital performances of
students and then sent the video out to parents.
Text Messages and Phone Calls
All teachers in my district had my personal cell phone number for any time they
need to reach me outside of office hours or if I may not be at the desk when they
needed me. The pandemic opened the floodgates of text messages and phone calls to
my cell phone as teachers felt more comfortable at times discussing issues they may
have over a non-district device than through e-mail. One specific example of a teacher
not being comfortable asking questions on a school owned forum was when I received a
text message asking, “Are schools going to make us sign waivers to come back?” In
which I felt obligated to respond from a district standpoint but also wanted to respond in
a personal way, as I sensed the teacher had worries about returning to the classroom.
Organic Conversations and Meet-ups
Around the end of March 2020, I decided to start what I called “Happier Hours” in
which I would meet digitally through a platform (usually Zoom) with teachers in my
district as well as teachers in other districts from across the country. These digital
“hangs” were meant to provide an environment for teachers and friends to discuss
anything related or unrelated to the classroom during a time when leaving the house
was not possible. I found that these meetings not only helped with the emotional needs
of some of my teachers as they felt free to vent about their perceived issues in both
classroom settings and in their personal lives, but it also helped me as I was unable to
discuss any hardships I was having in my first year at the district. Prior to the pandemic,
I would have had the opportunity to meet with other supervisors or other administrators
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to ask questions and receive affirmations about my decisions at the district level, but
COVID-19 put a quick end to these necessary face-to-face conversations.
Ethical Considerations and Limitations
In this dissertation, I use a variety of writing techniques to tell the stories that
mark my journey as a resource for music teachers, a member of the music education
community in my area, and a doctoral student during the pandemic. I often change the
setting and point of view of some stories to protect those I work with. As a researcher I
have an obligation to protect the privacy of those individuals and groups that guide the
narrative within this autoethnography. Although individuals within the observed culture
and society may identify with certain aspects of the story and some specific
conversations may appear, all individual correspondence and conversations have been
given gender-neutral pseudonyms. It is difficult to take such a significant event such as
the COVID-19 pandemic and compress it into one dissertation. More work will have to
be done in this area. However, the themes that I am able to uncover in telling these
stories should be helpful to all who follow in music education who are interested in
curricular change, online teaching and learning, and the role of technology as a
mediating factor in all of this. As I submitted for IRB approval through the University of
South Florida, I was told this was not human-subject based research and therefore did
not need IRB approval.
I am limited to only the information I have seen and the stories I am told, however
as Ellis et al. (2011) suggest, through the variety of stories, I may help implement a
change to better the situation for both my teachers and myself. In short, the authors go
on to explain that an autoethnographer must take their own epiphanies and explain
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them in a way that others may experience these same epiphanies. As with other
qualitative research, this autoethnography does not provide results that may apply to
every other situation. It is very specific to MY situation and MY story. There may come
recommendations based upon my story that will help others in similar situations or are
going through such loss and grief both personally and professionally. As the storyteller
and researcher in this journey, I am speaking not only for myself, but for others in my
story as well. Adams (2008, p. 28) explains, “I embrace the assumption that in speaking
for and about myself, about my experience, I speak for and about others, about cultural
experience. Culture flows through me.”
Summary
As a district resource in music education, I am in a unique position to not only
help shape the curriculum and pedagogical methods used by music educators, but to be
an advocate for the teachers during their best and most difficult times. Having been
quickly moved into digital learning at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, my
teachers (and I) were at a loss for what and how to teach our students in a way that is
both viable and of the highest quality. My experience in online learning from both my
Master’s program and working towards my PhD at the University of South Florida
proved important in assisting my creation of online curriculum for the school district.
While designing curriculum, there are also stories of grief and stress that come
from teachers at the ground level dealing with the human aspect of education. Social
Emotional Learning for our students and our teachers is also a major facet of the
curriculum. It is one thing to design and develop curriculum. It is quite another to design
and develop curriculum that teachers and students are ready and prepared to receive.
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As stated earlier, there are five components of SEL: self-awareness, social awareness,
responsible decision-making, self-management, and relationship skills (CASEL, 2020).
These components are not only designated for students, but for teachers as well. My
job is unique in that I hear the stories of every music educator in the district and then I
must choose what to do based on those stories and my understanding regarding the
most appropriate way to react.
By using these stories to describe and make sense of my journey through the
pandemic, I am looking to find ways to support better pedagogy during times of loss
(and not) at both the professional and at the personal level. It is my intent to keep all
stories and events as generic as possible to ensure the privacy of the teachers in my
school district. It is my desire that they will still be comfortable sharing them with me
after this process is complete. By collecting stories and not being concerned wtih
specific data points for coding, it may keep the whole picture of the COVID-19 pandemic
within this school district complete and not truncate any parts of the story. As Hycner
(1985) points out, it is important to be true to the phenomenon and not do a great
injustice by imposing a specific method that may analyze specific data using specific
steps (as more traditional qualitative methods do). And so, with great caution and
enthusiasm, I give the reader a window into this world, my world and the world of these
participants, in the next chapter. The journey truly begins there.
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Chapter 4:
Dazed and Confused
Friday, March 13, 2020. This day would remain etched in my memory for many
years to come, as it was the last day of normalcy in a year that would bring the world to
a halt. Though it seems like a decade ago, it was only a short time ago as I sit now
writing this dissertation. It was this date, Friday, March 13, 2020 at 6:15pm, when the
entire school district received a message via email (figure 4) outlining the
superintendent’s plan to keep schools closed for two weeks, extending spring break.
Although this information was startling news for our district, there were conversations
and e-mails leading up this day that hinted that something profound could be imminent.
A week prior I had received an e-mail with information regarding my worksite and the
COVID-19 virus. In this correspondence (figure 5), we were told we would have to
create lessons (known as Instructional Continuity Plans or ICPs) for our K-12 teachers
in the event of school closures. These lessons would need to align to our current
curriculum, still be viable and rigorous, and also be accessible to those students who
may not have access to digital workspaces (much of our district was Title I and many of
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our students did not have access to computers or internet other than their cell phones).

Figure 4 March 13 District Email
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Figure 5 March 6 COVID Response for Curriculum Team
l

Figure 6 SDOC Facebook Post March 10
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It is important to note that in this email, the very first bullet point stating “The
health and safety of everyone in our school district is of extreme importance to us” as
there were many parents already voicing their safety concerns on social media for
various reasons as well as teachers asking me what the plan was for a safe return.
While I work at the district office, I am not involved with decisions of this magnitude so I
had to remind my teachers that I am receiving the same correspondence that they are
and virtually the same moment in time that they do. I would continually check my emails
and the district social media pages for more information as I was still working in
classrooms and with teachers. During these walkthroughs, I could tell many of my
teachers were nervous as they either had elderly parents they took care of, were/are
immunocompromised, or were/are elderly themselves. When the following post (figure
7) was made on the district website, many parents responded both negatively and
positively with comments such as these—two parents indicating their beliefs on the
social media platform. The arguing did not stop with these two posts, many more posts
followed with similar rhetoric about what seemed to be two very different positions on
the topic.
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Figure 7 SDOC Facebook response March 10

As a district employee, I must constantly remind myself to not interject in these
conversations as I am aware of my position, and the information I am privy to, as well as
who and what I represent. It is difficult to withhold my opinion on these posts, and I
constantly found myself holding in my own fears and worries as I was myself in a
difficult situation due to high risk members of my family. If I had known then what I know
now about COVID-19 and the many ways to slow the spread of the virus, I am not sure I
would have been as calm and composed at work, in close quarters with students and
teachers most of the time. I have an immunocompromised parent over the age of 65,
and at the beginning of the year we found out my wife was pregnant with our third child,
who would be born during the pandemic. It would have been reckless of me to continue
walking through classrooms with that knowledge without a mask observing bands,
orchestras, and choruses in rooms that did not properly cycle the air.
Shortly after the previous post, a message was sent to parents and students
through Remind, a platform used to communicate to large groups, outlining what we
could expect in the coming days and through spring break. All air travel was canceled in
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the wake of new information, including a jazz band trip from our school of the arts to
Savannah, GA, for the Savannah Music Festival.

Figure 8 March 11 Remind message for Parents and Students

As more information began to emerge from the news and the CDC, we received
more information from our district. A March 12th update revealed (figure 9) the idea that
school would remain open following spring break with a “business as usual” mindset. As
an educator, and as far as I am aware my district feels the same way, school closures
are and will always be a last resort when it comes to any major events such as this. We
never want our students to miss an opportunity for quality education in a safe
environment, so keeping the schools open if it is still considered safe is the foremost
priority.
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Figure 9 March 12 COVID 19 Update through email

On social media, there were many questions stemming from the unknown. What
will happen? Why are schools considering staying open? Why are schools considering
closing? Many other relevant questions to the situation spread like wildfire. I made it a
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point to share any and all information with my teachers, but I prepared for the worstcase scenario which would be students staying home and learning digitally. I felt that I
had been preparing for this with my background in technology integration. Through
working on my PhD in an online synchronous format I already knew about digital
meeting platforms, and from my experience in the classroom with flipped classes I was
ready to push learning into the TEAMS platform for our district. I did have reservations
about the digital literacy of the teachers in my district and whether or not the district
could support every student in an online platform at the same time.
There was a major shift in the narrative at this point; in Central Florida where
tourism rules all, the major theme parks had announced they would be closing on March
15th. There is no direct correlation to the theme parks making their announcement and
the local school districts closing for an extended spring break. However, it is important
to note that in the previous email it was expressed that an “instructional continuity plan
is being finalized and will made available to ensure learning continues, if necessary.” It
was at this point that I was instructed to begin writing digital and paper plans for the
possibility that students may not return after spring break. These plans would need to
be accessible both on the Microsoft Teams platform, as well as in paper format for
those students who did not have access to a computer or mobile device. Many of the
students in my district did not have sufficient internet access either, which required them
to be provided paper packets to complete their work.
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During spring break of 2020 I received an email with a continuity plan and
strategy explaining how our teachers would produce content and curriculum as well as
how my teachers would be trained further on a platform we had been previously using.
Teachers were told that spring break would be extended, but that students would be
returning to class on March 30. The redacted items in the following email (figure 10) are
to ensure that no names are used.

Figure 10 March 18th ICP and Strategy Planning email

We had not yet received word that schools would shut down, but it was imminent.
Many questions began to arise about what would be happening if and when we went
digital, and how our students would work from home if schools closed. I received the
following text (figure 11) from my administrator on March 18, explaining the plan to
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provide lessons for ALL arts teachers. On March 20, the superintendent sent out the
following email (figure 12) to the entire school district outlining the plan with
expectations and instructions for staff and students. Highlighted in red was the
instruction that the district would provide lesson plans for “core classroom teachers” and
more information for “non-core/special area teachers” would be received at an
informational meeting. Personally, I wasn’t sure where that left music education, as she
stated that we are neither core nor are we non-core instruction. Digital device rollout
would begin on March 30 along with paper packets for those students who would not
have access to a digital device in their home, which further emphasized the disparities
between the have and have-nots in our district.

Figure 11 Text message March 18
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Figure 12 Districtwide email March 20 School Closure 1
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Figure 13 Districtwide email March 20 School Closure 2
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Figure 14 Districtwide email March 20 School Closure 3

I immediately began receiving messages and emails from my teachers with
questions on how they would be teaching, what they would be teaching, and who they
would be teaching. One of the first messages I received (figure 13) was from a high
school chorus teacher, reaching to ask about keeping our students engaged but not
overloaded on “written assignments” in a class that is performance-based. This teacher
wanted to make sure we were not taking the fun out of music. As I was tasked to write
these plans, I did not want to “take the fun out of music” either; and I began writing
curriculum that would be both viable and enjoyable. I was feeling pressure from both the
district and the educators that I support. It was difficult for me to handle the everyday
issues with my family as well as the issues facing my fellow teachers. Through my own
stress and internal thoughts, I realized that many of my teachers were feeling just as
lost and worried, I sent out an email early in the morning of March 20 with the following
(figure 14) information hoping to calm what seemed to be an emotional storm coming.
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Figure 15 Facebook message March 18

Figure 16 March 20 email to district arts teachers
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The implication that this is new for everyone assisted my impetus of the last
sentence of this email. Elementary teachers were worried that they had upwards of
1000 students to grade and teach digitally, while attempting to provide quality
differentiated instruction. At the secondary level we were also dealing with instruments
and uniforms needing to be returned and/or rented beyond the original timeline of a
school year. My teachers were scrambling to try and figure out how to receive these
items from students in both a safe and effective ways. As music educators, we were
asked to show compassion and grace (these were the key words given to our educators
from the district) when it came to having students participate in school during a novel
pandemic, more specifically in grading assignments. My teachers were still asking what
was expected of them (figure 15), but I had no definitive answer to this question, as the
situation was changing daily.

Figure 17 Teacher email March 23

Not only were teachers confused, students and parents were confused as well.
Some schools had a quick rollout of technology and many schools, specifically those
that were Title I (students and families within a lower income level), had issues getting
devices into the hands of families. If equity was the goal, we were not meeting it.
Students with internet access were receiving a much better education than those
without, and those taking home the paper versions of assignments did not have a clear
plan as to how they would be returned or graded. What concerned teachers the most
was how students were going to learn (figure 16) and what teachers were supposed to
do to initiate the learning process. I am very lucky to work with many teachers who were
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willing to take the lead on getting ahead of the game and assisting in curriculum writing.
One such teacher wrote to me with the intent of helping in any way they could with the
following email (figure 17).

Figure 18 Email from band director March 20

Figure 19 March 20 email from elementary music teacher

I had to quickly get the first few weeks of plans ready and had to work with
administrators on their plan for instruments and uniforms. Recruiting teachers to assist
in the lesson writing was key to my survival at the beginning of this “new normal.” I had
a handful of teachers meet with me digitally after sharing the template of Instructional
Continuity Plans to discuss how best to administer these lessons and how they should
all be organized to support vertical alignment. As lessons began coming into my
mailbox, I found the best way to put them together was in an excel spreadsheet with
built-in curricular necessities such as play, read, and critique. It was important for me to
ensure some level of creativity in each week’s lessons, allowing for students to still take
part in musicing, described by Elliott (1995) to mark music as praxis, something people
do.
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In my mind, students would work from home and participate in all music activities
by following the simple plans I had written for teachers. At first, I believed there was this
utopian situation where all students had access to quality internet and the supportive
home environment that would provide a safe space for students to learn. My naivety
lasted less than 24 hours as I spoke with teachers who have students of their own at
home, in situations better off than the majority of our students in the district. If a
household with a high school band student and elementary music student have only 1
device to work on, and if the parents are working from home as well, the amount of
quality music-making is greatly diminished. Parents cannot attend zoom meetings while
a trombone is running through etudes and a 4th grader is singing folk songs into an
iPad. It was hard enough for me to work from home while my son attended virtual PreSchool at his small table next to me and my wife dealt with our 1-year-old while also
working from home.
It was important to make these lessons accessible as well as practical, but still
keeping the idea of quality music education at the core. I began to think back to what I
would do with my students as a supplement to their education in the flipped
environment. I would create or link to videos for them to explore and think about. I
created projects in which they would make music using “found sounds” around their
environment. These found sound lessons worked for all of my students, as there were
no limitations for what was presented as an instrument. The lessons I compiled with
other teachers would work in digital and analog environments, they would get the
students playing, singing, and moving. Students would respond with either paper and
pencil, or in the TEAMS platform, set up for each teacher and their classroom.
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The following chart (figure 18) shows a breakdown of a lesson for elementary
music in the first weeks of distance learning. The blue, underlined text on these pages
were clickable links that would take students to a YouTube video to watch for a listening
example or reading example. It was important that we aligned any lessons we created
with the Florida Music Standards (FLDOE, 2016) to maintain a viable and quality
curriculum while students were at home. Within these elementary lessons, students
were creating, listening, and playing. As I continued compiling and writing, elementary
teachers began to test the plans at home on their own computers and tablets and
complimented the holistic approach taken in the ICP. During this time, a few digital
music companies were opening their platforms for free use by school districts who were
closed due to the pandemic. I reached out to these companies and secured access for
those teachers who had students with internet access already. Specifically, at the
secondary level, these platforms allowed students to create and play music digitally
without the need for their instruments as many had left for spring break without their
instruments and were unable to retrieve them immediately or at all.
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Figure 20 Instructional Continuity Plan (ICP) April 2020
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After posting lessons for the secondary teachers including the many forms of
technology prepared for them, I began to receive emails and messages of technology
burnout and the feeling of sensory overload with so many options for students and
teachers alike. One of my teachers mentioned there was too much novelty with
everything we had presented (figure 19), and the teachers wanted to feel confident in
teaching online, and not figuring it out along the way with their students. This teacher is
tech savvy and was willing to be a test pilot for just about everything suggested to him.
If they were feeling overwhelmed, I had to find a better way to ensure they felt
supported and did not add more to their workload. If a teacher is unable to teach at their
best, their students would not get their best. I made the tragic mistake of assuming that
my teachers were not only as technologically literate as I was but that they had the
history of working in a flipped environment like I had.

Figure 21 TEAMS message March 26

One of my major faults at the beginning of this process, and even before as I
came into my district position, was an assumption that my teachers taught like I did. I
repeatedly addressed the notion that we all have students that learn differently, and we
need to differentiate our teaching, but I was not differentiating with my teachers. This
caused a major shift in the way I needed to present information to them and the way
that I prepared for giving them material that could really use and get behind.
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Chapter 5:
Good Times Bad Times
Although the term Social Emotional Learning (CASEL, 2020) was not explicitly
used at the beginning of this process, what we as educators were implementing tied
directly into this framework. It has long been a part of my philosophy—I educate the
whole child through music. Since I began teaching, when people asked what I teach, my
response was always “I teach people.” Teaching music is just my way of reaching every
student with the support that they need to further their growth as humans. I do not recall
ever having a good name for this style of teaching other than “holistic” until SEL became
part of my education terminology a few years ago. This framework supports teachers
and students in developing healthy relationships with themselves and each other.
SEL is an approach to education where we recognize loss and grief as
necessary steps in the healing process. Events were being cancelled (figure 20) such
as Music Performance Assessments, Thespian Competition, and All County events.
These cancellation notifications led to many students and teachers questioning the rest
of their year, specifically seniors who were looking forward to prom and graduation. My
teachers who had been preparing all year for their Music Performance Assessments
(MPAs) now had to tell their students there may be no more band or chorus for the rest
of the year. Teachers were dealing with great amounts of stress from the idea that
everything that they had worked towards and everything they knew in the world of
education had instantly changed.
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Figure 22 Event cancellations from district

Add to this stress the feelings of loss and grief when a family member is lost to
COVID-19. By the first week of April 2020, Florida had reported over 200 deaths from
COVID-19, just a fraction of the over 10,000 deaths nationwide (NCHS, 2021). This
number however was enough to convince teachers and students that there was in fact a
rising problem, which increased the worries of everyday life. One of my colleagues
drafted a letter (figure 21) to our teachers that exemplifies the need to remind everyone
of our role in supporting their endeavors as well as realizing our students need to
engage in curriculum, but the grade is not the most important aspect of education.

Figure 23 Email draft to teachers

Up to this point, schools were closed and most of the district was working
remotely from their homes. We had not been in our office since the Friday before spring
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break and were unsure when we would return. Many colleagues had set up home
offices, and I too began the process of setting up an office in my garage. Having two
young children proved difficult when attempting to have digital meetings while they run
around the house having fun and playing. The district superintendent sent out the
following email highlighting the plan to return to work either from home or, in certain
cases, to the work site. Teachers and non-essential school personnel were asked to
work remotely while district employees and administrators were required to report to
their work sites. In my specific department, we were encouraged to find a school site (if
close to our home) where we could work far from others or report to our office.
This attempt to mitigate the spread of the virus was a first step for the district in
keeping our students and teachers safe but would prove difficult for district employees
with children with the closure of schools (figure 22). Personally, my family was lucky in
that, while I was at work, my wife was able to stay home with our children as her
employer, a local theme park, had closed and she was working from home. As the
stressors continued to build for myself and our teachers, my administrators sent emails
(figure 23) supporting and encouraging our work during the beginning of the pandemic.

Figure 24 Email from Superintendent March 29
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Figure 25 Email from Assistant Superintendent March 30

Shortly after beginning our “first day” back, we received an email with some
frequently asked Questions and Answers from district administration. This email (figure
24) outlined expectations of both teachers and students. Many teachers were asking
how to take attendance specifically with students who may or may not log in to take part
in assignments. One of the many issues teachers were discussing (figure 25) was the
need to “record for on-demand viewing” all of their lessons and “attempting to reach
students/parents through Remind, TEAMS, or email at least twice weekly” or once a
week for secondary. In an elementary general situation, a teacher might have had 18 to
20 students in their class, twice as many if they are compartmentalized (teaching only
ELA or only Math). A music educator may have upwards of 1,000 students in a school,
and while secondary does not see as many students, they are still looking at over 200
students in a general music program. As a district resource, I was starting to witness
firsthand how the arts may take a back seat to other curricular areas without an
advocate. It was of the utmost importance that our lessons were both viable and of the
highest quality possible while maintaining rigor in a world where students may or may
not have instruments, may or may not have access to technology, and may or may not
have the opportunity to learn in a safe environment.
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Figure 26 District Q&A April 3
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Figure 27 Message from teacher
March 27

As teachers became more frustrated with their working environment, I began to
field questions and issues with what was expected in their daily schedule. While this
again pertained to general classroom teachers, it was not ideal for music educators.
Teachers were expected to teach for 3 hours online and then be available 4.5 hours for
other duties as assigned, but a music educator rarely teaches the same course all day.
One example of a schedule for a chorus teacher may see AP Music Theory for their first
period, Chorus 3 through 6 for their second period, Chorus 1 and 2 for third period, a
planning period, and then Men’s Chorus for fifth period, Women’s Chorus for sixth
period, and finishing the day off with World Music. There was no conceivable way to
follow the prescribed schedule laid out in the contract for the coming weeks.
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Figure 28 Email from district admin April 8

My teachers continually felt forgotten and left out by the district. The feeling of not
mattering and being lesser than general classroom teachers was piling up and they
were tired and stressed. I began to concentrate on the little wins. One of my teachers
began using an online platform to work on sight-reading with their students and sent me
the following message (figure 27) which became the catalyst for what I considered a
great day. The baseline had to move, and all the little wins were celebrated, even
something as nominal as creating lessons on a digital platform. When teaching
elementary students, and even those students who are older, we differentiate our
pedagogy to best accommodate the students in front of us. Although I thought I was
already differentiating for my teachers, it never occurred to me the level at which
differentiation was needed in certain areas such as technology and social emotional
learning. Some of my teachers may have needed less direction and support than
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others, which I should have recognized, especially older teachers who would not have
had courses in college specifically focused on technology.

Figure 29 Message on TEAMS April 1

In an attempt to support the teachers during this technological adventure and to
increase collaboration between music teachers, we began to implement weekly ePLCs
(electronic professional learning communities). Through the TEAMS platform, teachers
would log into their meetings (figure 28) and our discipline chairs would share
information from the district and facilitate discussions as well as assist with any hot
topics of the week. These meetings were helpful for my teachers who lived on an island
in their schools, with no other teachers sharing their subject or discipline. Chatting with
colleagues also provided relief from the daily stressors of grading and planning.
Although still digital and through a camera, I personally felt better after talking with
music teachers about their wins and ways to improve their communication with
students. Much of the discussion the first few sessions focused on emotional well-being,
making sure we were all doing well and staying safe. From a blog I follow called
Teaching With Orff I found “Self Care Tips for Quarantined Music Teachers” (Pridmore
& Kumagai, 2020), where the authors listed several suggestions on being intentional in
our daily lives. The authors state, “It would be easy to slip into hibernation right now, but
we know that being intentional with our days will serve us better.” Practicing
Mindfulness, Moving Everyday, Hydrating, and Reaching Out were a few of the
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examples of topics discussed within this blog forum that I shared with my teachers.

Figure 30 Email from elementary music chair March 31

Another very specific example of self-care that I learned from this post and others
was to set a schedule and stick to it. I found it easy to just exist some days, whether
from bouts of depression or just laziness, there were days I would wake up and not
want to get out of bed or get dressed. Although having children made this difficult in
general, creating a specific schedule allowed me to feel purpose and intention in every
day. The authors posted an example schedule (figure 29) that I would use to create my
own, and I shared much of this information with my teachers to assist them with their
daily focus and purposeful living.

Figure 31 Daily schedule posted on teachingwithorff.com
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While this schedule is not exactly what I was doing in my days, I was able to
adjust what was written to better meet my needs. I set my alarm clock as I normally
would on a workday, and I made breakfast for the family. I would get some play time in
with the kids and then set my son up for his virtual pre-K classes. I had scheduled
meetings and scheduled time to create lessons and ICPs. I scheduled movement
breaks (both my son and I need to move) and lunch breaks. I was very specific in
sharing my schedule with teachers to show that I too needed to be intentional with my
days. Allowing myself to remain vulnerable and open to my teachers was important to
me, I did not want to let them feel as if their depression and difficulties with normal
activities was only affecting their lives. They were not alone. I needed to let them know
this.
An additional focus of these sessions was ensuring teachers who were preparing
for the weeks to come whether digital or in person that they were doing the things that
they needed to do and clarifying their understanding of the lessons that we were
preparing. Unfortunately, not all teachers were able to attend these sessions at the
specific times, and although they were recorded, they missed the meeting and
information pertinent to the lessons that they would be required to teach. This presented
several issues as they may have been unaware as to what was expected of their
students and what was expected of them.
In these ePLCs and through emails, I discovered that my teachers were facing
pushback from parents not understanding the platform and/or not willing to try to
understand. Parents seemed to misinterpret how lessons were to be turned in and how
their student was to participate online. As the only music teacher in a school, which is
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many times the case at the elementary level, the problems many teachers were facing
were much different than those in the general classrooms, as can be seen in this Figure
(figure 30). There was no one on campus who could answer the questions that they had
or similar ICPs to work from. This teacher was not alone however, as many parents
across the district were asking the same questions of teachers and could not best
support their children in learning the music lesson of the week. The digital lessons were
made to provide a musical experience for our students that touched on the many areas
of what they may receive in the classroom, and parents were getting to see just how
much we as music educators truly teach in one lesson, even if these examples were
just a segment of a general day in music.

Figure 32 Issues with lessons March 31

Reaching out to my colleagues around the state, similar issues with parents
existed regardless of the area and digital platform used. The novelty of digital education
for all was too much to push out in such a short window. Teachers, parents, and
students were not equipped or prepared for the sudden change in their education and
unfortunately, many parents were not willing to support their students’ education while
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at home for a multitude of reasons. Phone calls and emails with other District
Supervisors proved to be helpful in realizing that I was not alone either. The difficulties
we saw in Osceola County were not unique to us. Having the opportunity to speak with
others in analogous positions provided a great resource for coming up with plans and
solutions for the coming weeks and year.
The supervisor organization, Florida Music Supervisors Association (FMSA)
began meeting twice a week to discuss best practices, digital implementation, and any
other concerns that were beginning to arrive around the state. This group of like-minded
supervisors and specialists were integral in creating plans and documents reinforcing
the importance of the arts during COVID-19 as well as ways to return to the classroom
safely. We were in constant communication with representatives from the Florida Music
Education Association (FMEA) and the National Association for Music Education
(NAfME), providing us with updates from both the state and national level and we were
able to relay this information to our teachers. While our districts are different in many
ways, and our roles differ as well, these meetings provided support and information in a
position that may not have like-minded individuals or partners to discuss implementation
with. As previously discussed, music supervisors have not held a clearly definable role
in the past 100 years (McQuerrey, 1972), and many of our “supervisors” are not only
over music, but other areas such as Physical Education, Driver’s Education, World
Languages, and other unrelated disciplines. Many of my colleagues in this organization
are not supervisors, but resource teachers or coaches, and some remain in the
classroom as well while also being a liaison for their district in the arts.
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Discussing our concerns with each other and having a group to share ideas with
was paramount to finding various ways to ensure that our programs remain open and
safe. These meetings also assisted with the implementation of guidelines for quality arts
during the pandemic, and held a level of high importance to helping provide social and
emotional support for those of us on a metaphorical island. In my particular situation, I
was in my first year at the district when schools closed down and there were many
aspects of the position that I was unaware of. This group alleviated some of the
stressors associated with the job in a normal year as well as those coming during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Along with my local colleagues, teachers from around the country were seeing
stress levels rise and participation diminish in their classrooms. Much like the months
and years prior to the pandemic, many teachers were reaching out to each other on
social media, but with COVID-19 forcing everyone to stay indoors allowing more time to
surf sites such as Pinterest, Instagram, and Facebook, teachers were searching for
answers. One of the many resources I found helpful during this time were the various
educator and technology groups on Facebook. Teachers and lecturers alike shared
their knowledge and wisdom in these groups with the intent of helping one another,
usually free of charge. This variety of kind and thoughtful gestures were commonplace
among the Music Education Facebook groups.
Many groups shared ideas for “arts-on-a-cart” which was helpful as most of our
elementary music teachers would be teaching on a cart at the beginning of the next
school year. Many administrators were attempting to limit movement on campus as well
as students crossing paths in hallways during the day if unneccessary. Other posts
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included videos of virtual choirs and virtual bands or orchestras, an idea that at first
seems exciting and something every teacher would like to try, but once the planning
and implementation begins, it proves to be difficult for the average music educator.
Many educators shared best practices in their districts and at their institutions, focusing
on what works and how they are preparing for the future of music during the pandemic.
One post that assisted me in my dissemination of lessons and helped me to
better understand a phased approach to what we were trying to do was found in the Elearning in Music Education group (figure 31). When I first saw this chart, I was able to
better lay out how our district would present information to both teachers and students.
The most important section of this chart was Possible Pitfalls, which helped me realize
how I was trying to do too much too fast and not focusing on the tasks at hand.

Figure 33 Nyssa Brown Phases of
Implementation, musicedforward.com
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It was in these groups that I also found solace in knowing it was “OK to not be
OK” and that things are not normal. We were stuck in our homes, unable to visit our
friends and family as we once had. It had been a month of being stuck in our homes,
and although at the time we had no idea how long we would be in a pandemic, I was
feeling alone and separated from those whom I had seen on a daily basis.
Some of the organizations I belong to and follow on Facebook began having
happy hours online as a way to meet up virtually with colleagues and friends, outside of
the constructs of a conference or scheduled school meeting. These happy hours were
for anyone to join in and discuss any topics, not just classroom related, and allowed us
to see each other and just enjoy each other’s company when we were stuck in our
homes. I decided to begin a virtual happy hour (figure 32) for the arts teachers in my
district, very specifically to discuss anything NOT related to our school district and
teaching, but any other daily happenings. Teachers (and colleagues from around the
country in some cases) shared their wins and losses outside of the classroom, I learned
more about my teachers in these meetings than I could learn in a normal year of
observations in classrooms. After each Happier Hour, I felt a sense of release and felt
refreshed, and the teachers participating let me know how much they appreciated the
“virtual hangs,” that it was great to see others outside of the professional environment
they were used to.
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Figure 34 Happier Hour announcement

While students were participating in their “digital schooling” at home and music
classes were taking place in a simplified form, these students were missing out on
opportunities to perform. I wanted to find a way to keep the interest of our students in
the arts programs we offer and take advantage of the platform in which they were
learning. It was around this time that I conceived of a digital conference for both
educators and students. With the digital divide, I saw an opportunity for bringing voices
from across the country into our classrooms to provide knowledge, pedagogy, and fresh
ideas for Osceola County. My colleague and I discussed how to bring educators,
performers, and professionals from around the country into our classrooms to excite our
students about their possible futures in the arts. I emailed our administration (figure 33)
to ask their thoughts on the conference and if it were something we could move forward
with.
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Figure 35 Going DARC first email April 7

Ultimately, we received positive feedback and were told we could move forward
with the conference (figure 34). They expressed excitement for the conference and we
asked to further the discussion to include the opportunity for funding to compensate
those presenting at the conference. Planning for this conference, we reached out to our
teachers to find out what they and their students would be interested in learning and
listening to. A week before the conference was set to begin, we completed the Going
DARC program with information on the sessions as well as the biographies of each
presenter.

Figure 36 Response to Going DARC April 8
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Having participated in many virtual meetings and classrooms at this point, it was
important to make sure that our students and teachers had an understanding of the
platform as well as digital expectations. On the first page of the program, we explained
why we created Going DARC, “With the unfortunate news in March that our school
doors were closing, we wanted to make sure the drive and passion for the arts that you
bring to school every day did not diminish,” and what we expected of our attendees,
“Most sessions will be on Zoom, and as such we will require a password to each
session. This will ensure the safety and privacy of both our presenters and you our
guests.” The sessions would take place during the school day and over a two-week
period. We wanted to make sure ALL students were afforded the opportunity to
participate and were able to record each session for teachers to share with classes not
active during a specific session. Although the following session would take place at
2:00pm (figure 35), teachers could access the recordings and share them with their
students. Some students who were unable to attend session would watch recordings on
their own schedule in the evening or over the weekend as well. We kept these session
recordings active through June 1st of 2020 to allow students and teachers the
opportunity to discuss at length any of the topics presented during the conference.

Figure 37 Going DARC session example
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As the conference progressed, the excitement of our students and teachers was
evident as we attended sessions with upwards of 75 people and were able to see
students actively involved in making music, dancing, acting, and drawing. Once the
conference had finished, we sent a survey out to all students and teachers who had
participated. The response was overwhelming in appreciation and enjoyment. In an
attempt to lighten the load on teachers and bring the arts into the homes of our
students, we had also produced positive engagement and provided a space for our
students to create and participate.
Following the Going DARC series, we had to prepare for another event that was
moved to digital due to COVID-19, Arts Alive, a scholarship showcase normally in
person with student performances in various arts disciplines. Rather than cancel this
showcase, we made the decision to change the entire event into a pre-recorded
fundraiser to support student scholarships. We recruited former scholarship winners and
created an Arts Alive promo video (Coalition, 2020) with the intent of spreading the word
and building hype for student work. With everything being canceled, we wanted to make
sure they were given an amazing opportunity to show their talent. With a few Broadway
stars on our judge’s panel lineup sharing information on their own social media (figure
36), we were able to garner a greater number of viewers for the event.
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Figure 38 Arts Alive Facebook Flyer

While much of our work was spent assisting students and attempting to make the
best of a terrible situation, specifically for the seniors who were missing out on the
normal end-of-the-year events, we were not doing as much for our teachers. In
hindsight, I personally could and should have done more for the teachers I work with.
Students were treated with compassion and grace, given extensions, offered
opportunities not traditionally granted in the classroom. They also received social and
emotional support throughout the end of this semester. Conversely, teachers were
provided deadlines, ultimatums, trainings, and negative experiences. How could I have
better supported these teachers? How could we as a district have better supported
these teachers? Of all the texts, Facebook messages, and emails I received up to this
point, the fear of the unknown was probably brought up the most of any other need. Not
knowing how we would progress, not knowing how we would teach, not knowing how
we would get out of this pandemic. As I have stated earlier, I am blessed with many
teachers who are forward-thinking and always looking for the “AND” in a situation.
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Instead of dwelling on the negative and things that we cannot control, these teachers
were accepting what was “AND” changing it for the better. When moving to digital
learning, one of the teachers who I support, while knowingly deficient in technology,
wanted to support planning for the coming year and continue learning about the
technology being used as well as others being offered (figure 37).

Figure 39 Teacher concerns April 26

Planning for the coming year required a major revolution in pedagogical methods
and implementation. Finding new ways to engage and support students through
technology as well as looking at all possible scenarios assisted in securing a successful
first day back. Meeting with some teachers over the summer in ePLC’s promoted
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correspondence such as this, which offered many ideas to bring to administration and
plan ahead for what scheduling issues we might face with the new school year.
School’s out for Summer
Throughout the summer we began writing curriculum for the 2020-2021 school
year with the assistance of many of our lead teachers. Writing and organizing these
Curriculum Unit Plans (CUPs) for our district helped give me purpose during a summer
that was wrought with what-ifs and how’s. The CUPs were a way to align all arts classes
across the district to the Florida standards in a way where students from any school
should be learning the same concepts within the same time frame. What this document
did not do was tell teachers how to teach, or what to teach when addressing the
standards. The document provides examples for the many arts disciplines we have in
our district but allows for space to grow and to be amended. While the document may
support our teachers in their lesson planning and their instruction, it is also a measure of
accountability for teachers and their administrators. The end of the 2019-2020 school
year focused on reaching our students and staying afloat at the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic; however, it was important that the 2020-2021 school year focus on bringing
our students back safely and ensuring they are not missing out on any educational
gains lost in the previous year.
The CUPs would also outline what music may look like whether they were faceto-face, hybrid, or online synchronous, with links to webpages outlining best practices
which I and other music teachers vetted as well as links to better understand SEL
competencies as they apply to music education and alignment to what our district calls
Read, Write, Talk, and Solve (RWTS). The “Read” portion of our Learning Cycle Tool is
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explained as “Student evidence of reading complex texts (content-specific, standardsbased reading representing an appropriate level of challenge for students) is aligned to
the learning target(s).” In a music class, this may be demonstrated when students are
engaged in sight-reading or reading a difficult piece of music, as it demonstrates higher
level cognition and it is content-specific. When looking for “Write” in the classroom,
defined with such language as “Student writing, aligned to the learning target(s), is
grounded in evidence from texts or shows student reasoning,” our students may
demonstrate this by composing or writing in listening journals that are guided by the
instructor. The element of RWTS that is least seen in music classrooms is “Talk,”
defined as “Student evidence of talking is rich, varied, subject-based, and aligned to the
learning target(s)” which could easily happen in a Project-based or Learner-Centered
classroom. As the teacher stands on the podium, the likelihood of allowing students to
participate in the educational discussion is slim, though many general music classrooms
are showing an increase in my district of having students engage with each other on the
topics presented. Lastly, “Solve,” is often seen in music classrooms with “Student
evidence of solving problems is aligned to the learning target(s).” By playing, singing,
active listening, and writing, students are actively solving problems aligned to the
curriculum and learning targets presented.
While the CUPs provided a skeleton for teaching and learning, there were also
embedded safety guidelines for the arts during the pandemic as well as SEL
competencies embedded within the curriculum. One of the major worries that the band
teachers brought up was with PPE, specifically face masks and bell covers (figure 38).
In a district that is primarily Title I, with free and reduced lunch at most schools,
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purchasing separate masks for band students as well as the bell covers is a large
expense. Our district supplied each student with 5 masks at the beginning of the school
year, but many did not want to cut into those so many band directors purchased
disposable masks themselves and also made their own bell covers with fabric. The
beginning of the new year was upon us and there were still so many variables within
single classrooms, programs, and the district that were unknown. While I was unsure of
how our students would respond to the guidelines, I hoped our teachers would do their
best to support the documents we had presented.

Figure 40 PPE concerns

Preparing for the new year, teacher trainings had begun with the idea of
implementing Microsoft TEAMS as the platform to disseminate curriculum to students in
both digital and face-to-face ways. The week before school begins was slated to have
classroom days for teachers, where they could setup their classrooms and prepare for
the school year. We would provide a Professional Development day for aligning our
CUPs and preparing for the year by discipline. There were many doubts about the way
the PD was being presented, as the original plan was face-to-face in small groups, and
then it was moved to all digital. Teachers were also worried they would not have enough
time to set their rooms up for spacing, nor would they have adequate cleaning in their
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spaces. The pandemic had other ideas for the start of school however, and the school
board made the decision to move the start date of our students back by one week
(figure 39). This new start date provided teachers with two weeks of planning and would
assist in the rollout of technology for students prior to their first day.

Figure 41 School delayed email
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Chapter 6:
Over the Hills and Far Away

By the end of the summer of 2020, many of our teachers had questions as to
what school would look like in the fall and what would be expected of them (figure 41). I
was charged with designing a Return to the Arts document for our district which would
provide guidelines for our teachers to return safely to their classrooms and what it may
look like as they begin the school year. Included in this document was information from
a landmark study through the National Federation of state High School Associations
(NFHS) out of the University of Colorado at Boulder (Spede & Weaver, 2020), which
would determine the perceived risk level that exist on route to creating best practices for
reducing infection risk from the spread of aerosol in band and chorus. In this study,
aerosol spread was measured for wind instruments and vocalists, showing the effects of
not only masking the musician, but specific instruments as well.

Figure 42 Email from principal July 21
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With these data, I was able to work with colleagues around the state and provide
my teachers with the best available information for safe practice and performance
conditions. Upon sending this document to our teachers, we began receiving questions
based on the “gaps” on these pages (figure 41). Though some of the questions
contained comments that were from a place of grief and anger, the underlying issues
remained regarding what was perceived as a double standard between sports and the
arts. While marching band was being told they would not have the opportunity to
perform at games, specifically halftime shows, football teams were practicing outdoors
without masks. With the first round of data coming from the previously mentioned NFHS
study, I was able to post an initial set of guidelines for Marching Band which presented
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possibilities for participation mostly outdoors and with masks.

Figure 43 ePLC questions from teachers August 3

While I was actively working with our athletics department staff on designing a
clear and unifying idea in our district of what was safe and acceptable, the state and
local government had a different idea as to how sports were allowed to resume with
precautionary measures in place, which did not, in my opinion, follow the guidelines set
forth in any peer-reviewed study.
As teachers began to return to the classroom, a major paradigm shift in the way
our educators had to teach began to appear, scheduling students who were returning
face-to-face as well as students returning digitally proved to be difficult. Many of the
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teachers who I serve found themselves teaching three ways, face-to-face, digital, and
hybrid. Fortunately, those teachers having to teach hybrid were compensated, slightly,
with CARES act money from the district, but the amount of time needed to plan for
these three very different teaching models was not built into the schedule for many of
the teachers and they began to immediately feel anxiety about the “new” school year.
Many of my teachers were worried due to the way elementary schools’ specials
courses (art, pe, music, dance, or drama) were placed in the schedule (figure 42) as
digital classes. Although students were rostered to the specific teacher, that teacher
may or may not ever see those students if their schedule was full with face-to-face
instructional time. Elementary was specifically not allowed to teach hybrid courses.
Those digital students could then have music class through video lessons created by a
district resource specialist.

Figure 44 Return to arts concerns August 3

For K-5 music students, I was asked to create these digital lessons, as the
majority of students in the elementary schools were returning digitally and as I
mentioned, some elementary music teachers did not have enough time in their
schedules to teach those students. Some schools were building digital times into their
schedules to allocate future face-to-face times when students return, but some schools
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were not placing any time into teacher schedules for digital students other than planning
periods (figures 43, 44).

Figure 45 Teacher ideas July 1

Figure 46 Return to arts concerns Aug 10

Before the 2 weeks of planning for teachers, the superintendent sent an email
outlining her appreciation for our teachers and staff as well as the intent on harboring
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change in the new year. Maybe not by name, but she understood the opportunities for
“creative, flexible, and innovative” teaching and learning for the coming year as it
coincides with Lewin’s Change Theory with an unfreezing, change, and then refreeze
that can only come about with a major social change such as the COVID-19 pandemic
(figure 45). The district would also stay active and on the forefront of change as it
related to research-based decisions for students in school and CDC guidelines. Having
sent out both the Return to Arts documents and the Marching Band guidelines to
teachers prior to the school year starting, our teachers were somewhat prepared for
their first day pedagogically, but there were sure to be other issues such as technology,
logistics, and scheduling that would provide us with complicated scenarios to work
through.
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Figure 47 Email from superintendent August 10

Still, the main focus of my teachers was their own health and safety as well as
the safety of their students. Although the district was implementing best practices based
on CDC guidelines, there were teachers who were just not comfortable returning to
schools that they did not feel were safe. Certain areas of my county are more likely to
wear masks at all times, and follow the set guidelines while other areas may not be as
strict. Teachers in the less strict areas of the county were more likely to request certain
affordances to ensure their own safety, while others attempted to make the best of a
situation by offering alternatives to art-on-a-cart (figure 46).
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Figure 48 Teacher concerns August 14

When secondary teachers received their rosters and schedules before school
began, there were many discrepancies with what teachers expected to see and what
they were given. One school created an environment in which the choral and band
directors felt their voices and subjects were not considered important by the
administration. Seniors were told they would not have the opportunity to participate in
their chosen electives if they were not needed for graduation (figure 47). Face-to-face
students who may not have an elective chosen or have specific periods open were
placed into band or chorus without their consent and both classes became “dumping
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grounds” while simultaneously removing students with preference for participating in
those courses. Digital students were also placed into courses without meeting prerequisites or requesting band or chorus. One roster observed included students in Band
1 through Band 6 as well as Eurythmics 1 through 4 and Orchestra 1 through 6. This
issue resulted in many higher-level students feeling frustrated at the inability of others in
their class to perform at the same level. One specific instance included a mute student
with autism placed in a digital choir course with level 3, 4, and 5 students.

Figure 49 Message from teacher Aug 17

Through the onslaught of negativity, a few teachers began to find the positives in
their situations. One of my teacher leaders sent this email changing her perspective on
the situation (figure 48). It was my intent to start the year on a positive note and an
email like this was helpful in changing my personal outlook towards finding the good in
everything we were planning for our teachers and students.
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Figure 50 Positive email from teacher Aug 17

The first two weeks of the school year were spent providing support for the
teachers (figure 49) while they worked in their classrooms and received site-based
professional development along with discipline-specific professional development on the
CUPs and Return to Arts Guidelines. We had a fair amount of new teachers as well as
returning teachers stressed out about restrictions and guidelines. All of the elementary
music teachers were on a cart to begin the year, and we were lucky enough to have a
few meetings on what best practices and supplies would look like when moving from
room to room. Many teachers began making music kits for students including egg
shakers, rhythm sticks, and other small instruments for individual use. At the secondary
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level, a few schools began designing masks specific to their school and disciplines to
provide a bonding experience for their students.

Figure 51 Email from colleague August 21

We began walking classrooms again in early September and immediately noticed
a difference not only in the teachers, but especially in the students. As we walked the
halls of schools, many of which had a student population at less than half capacity were
VERY quiet. They walked with their heads down, socially distanced from their peers, but
in large herds similar to cattle or sheep following the arrows on the floor and heading to
their next classes. I have never heard such quiet schools, though transitions had music
playing over the speakers, there was no chatter among students, no instruments being
played in the band or orchestra rooms, and no singing from the chorus rooms. Although
we laid out plans to continue music-making, many schools were still very wary of having
students participate in band, chorus, or orchestra. One principal I spoke with when
walking classrooms explained, “I’m not really worried yet about curriculum, I’m not
worried that my teachers are teaching every second of every day, I just want to make
sure they feel safe. I want to make sure everyone is okay.” As we continued walking
other school sites, we saw the same pattern of quiet, obedient students with scared,
distant teachers. What we were witnessing firsthand was the forced reinstatement of a
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population not ready to be in the classroom. While some students needed the social
interaction (some teachers as well), many felt uncomfortable being in a classroom with
students who may or may not be following guidelines or want to comply with the district
mask mandate.
In the first weeks of the school year, the elementary teachers had to make a
decision on All County Choir, a yearly event to gather over 200 4th and 5th grade
students together to sing, usually around February. To allow teachers a safe voice, they
were asked to anonymously vote and leave comments on their choice to participate in
or hold an All County Chorus for the elementary students in the 2020-2021 school year.
Some teachers suggested a smaller Orff/Instrumental group while others were ok with
moving forward provided numbers were low and students were over 6 feet apart. Some
teachers were adamant (figure 50) about not holding an event at all as many schools
were not permitted to sing in their classrooms to begin with and there were still worries
over following CDC guidelines and suggested performance guidelines.

Figure 52 Response to All County Chorus

The secondary band, chorus, and orchestras were struggling with what to do for
their students as well. There was no guarantee that students would all be face-to-face
by the second semester (they were not), and no assurance that performances would be
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permitted by the school district (they were, but with limited capacity). Eventually, band
decided not to hold an All County event, but chorus and orchestra both began to move
forward. Chorus specifically decided not to have a face-to-face event, but held a
conference for students in which many vocal pedagogues joined in a digital platform to
speak on their specific situations and what the possibilities after high school are for
those who want to pursue any music participation (majoring in or not) in the future.
Orchestra decided that their numbers were low enough to participate in an event that is
hybrid in the sense that all students would perform together, but a video would be made
to share with anyone who may have wanted to attend in person.
As the school year progressed, we began to see more music classrooms starting
to participate in music making. One issue we noticed in many of our band classrooms
was inconsistencies in mask wearing and bell covers. When I would question the band
director or principal on whether or not they read the guidelines, more often than not they
looked at me with a confused look, questioning what document I was talking about.
Towards the end of September, we were able to push out a 1 page document for Arts
Educators outlining the most important points in the previously given Return to Arts
document and included updates from the CDC and National studies. This document
(figure 51) provided both administrators and directors a clear, one-page explanation of
expectations and guidelines for both teachers and students. Unfortunately, as we
continued to walk classrooms, a few outliers conveniently forgot their masks or to put
bell covers on. To mitigate the spread, we encouraged our teachers to be consistent,
the students would follow the lead of the teachers and if the teachers decided to be
relaxed with the guidelines, so would the students.
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Figure 53 Best practices document

In a normal school year, new teachers would be stressed about many facets of
the position such as grading, behavior, lesson planning, and technological issues. Aside
from behavior, which I explained a bit earlier about the students remaining quiet and
separate, these problems were exacerbated. One such teacher was worried about or
grading system (figure 52) and making sure their grades were placed in time, there
were so many stressors from many different angles, this task seemed near impossible
for them. Other teachers stressed about the amount of time they were supposed to sing
in their classrooms. The guidelines suggested no more than 30 minutes of singing, and
then allowing the room to cycle the air twice before entering again. The further into the
school year we went, the more students returned and the larger the classes were
getting. Increasingly, the elective classes were becoming dumping grounds for students
who were returning from digital learning (figure 53).
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Figure 54 New teacher worries with grading

Figure 55 Teacher concerns September 20

Many decisions for the music rooms would also come from the school
administrator. If the administrator was not comfortable with singing indoors, we would
point to the guidelines and let them decide what was best for their school. Having older
schools with poor air circulation created difficulties with music classes as well,
increasing the amount of time needed between playing and singing, whereas the new
schools had a refresh rate of roughly 20 minutes. Unfortunately, not all teachers or
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administrators read correspondence in regard to our COVID-19 guidelines and I had to
field many individual questions (figure 54). Some newer teachers, overloaded with
various work issues did not take the time to participate in ePLCs and did not respond to
emails offering help. One such instance found a teacher missing out on important
information and their administrator sought clarity

Figure 56 Administrator questions October 3

An unfortunate consequence of COVID-19 for some of the teachers in my district
was an even more intense feeling of isolation. This self-inflicted stressor came from the
over-whelming idea that there was too much to do and they would forget about
resources at both the district level and with their colleagues around the county. I found
this specifically true with newer teachers who had not yet built relationships with other
music teachers. Most of these teachers were elementary music teachers, who unlike at
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the secondary level where there may be both a chorus and band director, were alone in
their music education workplace endeavors.
In early October I was able to draft a document with updated Marching Band
information (figure 55), opening the opportunity for students to perform in full at football
games. While I assumed this would make the band directors happy, I believe the time
spent without performing caused a rift in the group with some not having participated in
any marching activities and some having created percussion ensembles in lieu of
marching band. A few of the schools formed pep or stands bands to participate at
games, but it was suggested for groups to set up at the end zone to minimize people in
the stands and allow for proper spacing. Responses from the band directors varied
(figures56, 57), some negative responses focused on the inability to put a working band
together or a group of quality, while others were worried about the optics of changing
the rules mid-season, and some believed they were too far in the season to start at this
point.

Figure 57 Return to marching October 7
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Figure 58 Band director concerns October 8

Figure 59 Band director issues with parents October 8

While I did not fault my band directors for their concerns, I was disappointed in
the lack of enthusiasm for playing music, whether at a stand-still or moving. Band
directors also had to look out for themselves, as their band parents had a voice in the
matter as well. Schools with long standing traditions of excellence and large bands were
receiving communication from parents about their frustrations with the football teams
being on the field with no masks and breathing face-to-face while the band was not
allowed to play with/without masks.
While high schools were dealing with marching band issues, elementary schools
were facing a dilemma with an annual event for Fifth-Graders and the Orlando
Philharmonic Orchestra. Traditionally, all Fifth-Grade students in Osceola County attend
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a concert by the Orlando Philharmonic titled the “Young People’s Concert” in which they
learn about the instruments of the orchestra through song and story. This year, face-toface concerts were not an option, and as a committee with other district leaders and
members of the Orlando Philharmonic team, we made the decision to go virtual with the
concert (figure 58). This was a huge and costly undertaking, but something we felt
necessary in the current climate. The event would take place during the third week of
November and students would have the option to attend at home or in their schools
(some schools went with small assemblies while others showed the video in their
individual classrooms), and we encouraged the music teachers to treat this as a field
trip and have the students dress up for the event.

Figure 60 Press release for YPC October 28

One of the high school chorus and theater programs was invited to participate in
an event at a local theater with other high schools in the surrounding areas (figure 59).
This event was the first “performance” for any of our schools other than at a football
game, and both the teachers and students were excited to finally get a chance to
perform. The event was a concert of the musical “Hunchback of Notre Dame” and was
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socially distanced with masks in the large auditorium. It was the catalyst for more events
to come shortly after, including school performances and outside events.

Figure 61 Student performance October 29

Another event taking place that brought normalcy to the classroom was in theater
festivals, what was canceled the year before. Our students were selected to perform at
the state festival (figure 60). The perseverance of teachers to continue quality and
standards-based pedagogy during the pandemic was proving fruitful. Students were
once again performing, the overall morale of teachers was increasing, and classroom
visits were showing more students and teachers following CDC guidelines with face
masks and bell covers.
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Figure 62 Students selected for competition November 18

The Orlando Philharmonic Young People’s Concerts were happening in the
elementary schools and were proving successful as well. As I attended a few of the
virtual showings, students were engaged and seemed to enjoy the presentation. With
the fall break (week of Thanksgiving) approaching, I was looking forward to my first day
off since the pandemic started. I longed to spend the time with my family, however, that
excitement was short lived as I began feeling ill. I had a slight tickle in my throat and a
runny nose, but no fever (figure 61). Upon contacting my administration, I was told to
get a COVID-19 test as soon as possible. Less than 24 hours after exhibiting
symptoms, I tested positive for COVID-19 (figure 62). At the time, I was music-directing
a local show and one of the cast members came into rehearsals with no symptoms.
Seven other individuals tested positive that week in the cast and the show was shut
down until further notice
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Figure 63 Message to administrators November 20

Figure 64 Text to administration November 21

Along with having to quarantine myself, I had to build a timeline of events in the
48-hours prior to symptoms (figure 63). I had been in contact with two other music
teachers, and even though masks were worn the whole time, they had to be contacted
and told to keep a close eye on whether they displayed symptoms or not. I immediately
locked myself in my room, my wife and three children slept downstairs for the remainder
of the break, and I began to count the days until my quarantine would end.

Figure 65 Timeline for contact tracing November 21
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For the first few days, I was not exhibiting any severe symptoms, I still had no
fever, only an inconvenient cough, and no pain or headache. Self-pity set in when I had
to miss two money-making opportunities to perform with a colleague the first weekend,
one of which was a very lucrative offer. On Monday morning, three days after the onset
of symptoms, I began to feel the effects of COVID. My lower extremities were sore. Any
movement, large or small, produced pain that I can only relate to the impact of a
hammer striking an anvil. My hair hurt, my cough was intense and generated more pain
in my body causing me to grimace, which instilled more pain. My fever had spiked to
101.4 and body shakes from my chills increased the pain. Along with the physical pain
produced by the virus, I was unable to see my wife and children, the youngest of which
was 2 months old. The original feeling of pity over missing opportunities to play became
pity from the emotional distress and physical pain.
In order to eat, my wife would bring food to the outside of my bedroom door and
then quickly walk away. Unfortunately, my family too had to quarantine as I could have
exposed them to the COVID-19 virus prior to my quarantine. They too were stuck in the
house but were able to take walks and play outside in our yard at least. I was then
upset, I questioned my decisions as a father and husband to put myself in a situation
that allowed for the transmission of the virus to potentially infect my family. I did
everything I was supposed to do, I stayed six-feet away from people, wore my mask, did
not sing indoors for more than 30 minutes, and generally did not go anywhere other
than work. My parents had just moved to the area a month prior and we had planned to
celebrate Thanksgiving dinner together outdoors, which we had to cancel. I became so
overwhelmed with grief and the feeling of loss that I broke down in bed a few times from
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the stress I had caused my family. I was worried I had given them the virus, and I was
worried I had given the few colleagues I had been in contact with the virus. I was
worried that I had made my wife’s life more stressful, having to take care of three young
children AND a sick husband.
Around day 7, I began to feel better, physically, and decided that I needed to take
a walk outside. My family had not yet shown any signs of COVID-19 and would take
“nap rides” in the middle of the day, allowing for me to leave the room and head outside
for much needed sunlight and movement. As I began to walk the area by my house
(living at the end of a street, there are no neighbors to the south of me and I can walk
without being in contact with anyone for hours), I began to feel a sense of release and
relaxation. Walking by myself, with the warm sunlight shining upon my cheeks, I was
able to reflect on the week and the events that led to what I was living through. I began
thinking of how I would be received in my office and at the schools that I visit as well as
the possibility of being ostracized by those near me because I had the “virus” that those
in my circle were trying so hard not to get. My attention then moved to those who still
believed the virus was a hoax and a plot for government overreach. The gamut of
emotions ran deep that entire week, whether from the virus, the lack of sleep, or the
amount of time I had to reflect.
I sent my son to school the day I returned to work, I had no symptoms or fever for
over 48 hours and he had no symptoms, so I believed the timeline for his return was the
same as mine. I was wrong, he had to quarantine for 14 days from my positive test and
not the 10 days from symptoms like I had to. The looks I received when I picked him up
from school were intense and I felt horrible. I was that dad who sent his kid to school
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when they were supposed to be quarantined, with everything the district was telling
parents and teachers, I broke the rules. The embarrassment was real and ran deep, it
was a harrowing experience that left me feeling as if I had lost credibility with the
administrators at his school and those at my office.
When I returned to work, there were no glaring looks, nobody was excluding me,
and in fact, everyone was making sure I was feeling well and asked how they could
help. The support system I had was incredible and allowed me to continue work without
worrying about personal issues and grief. I was fortunate to work in this environment,
but not everyone is as fortunate. Most of my teachers do not have a support system
such as this and would feel left out as they returned. Normalcy would resume, but the
feeling takes time to dissipate. Despite the rough Thanksgiving break, the few weeks
left before the holiday break were joyous in that we were able to see performance
groups preparing for their winter concerts. A few of our schools were able to set up
socially distanced and safe concerts at their schools (figure 64).

Figure 66 Holiday performances email December 15

Amid the live and virtual concerts, I received an email from the general manager
at the Osceola County Fair, one of the leading fairs in the state of Florida, expressing
interest in performances. He had asked for a Battle of the Bands and a Battle of the
Voices (figure 65). This event was a way for our students to perform on stage, live, and
receive prizes. While I don’t wholly agree with competitions and their purpose, this event
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was a great way to get our students up on stage with a professional audio/visual
company at one of the most well attended events in Central Florida (close to 80,000 in a
non-COVID year). Having the prize money as a carrot was a great way to get our
directors excited again and get them to put their best groups forward.

Figure 67 Battle of the voices email December 15

A few groups had to drop out of the competition as COVID-19 made rehearsals
difficult with quarantines and teachers still unsure how to rehearse (or unable to
rehearse) because half of their students were still digital. The event took place during
the second weekend and third weekend of February, and the students were excited and
nervous for the performances. The Battle of the Bands was a two-day event and most
groups were Jazz Bands while one act was a Jazz Percussion Ensemble, who
happened to take home the winning prize. The following weekend was a Battle of the
Voices, with the winning group coming from the same school as the winning group from
the previous weekend. I truly believe this school was most successful due to their
teachers’ approach to the pandemic and their pedagogical methods. When walking the
classrooms of these two teachers, they were always making music, writing about music,
talking about music, or listening to music, there was never any downtime or self-pity
about their programs being smaller due to the pandemic or worry about performing with
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masks. They made sure their students felt/feel safe in their classrooms, and work more
on the whole child than on the notes on a page. This is not to say other teachers do not
focus on the students and their well-being, but walking through classrooms, I notice
which rooms feel more like a home and which feel like a classroom.
While normalcy was not set to return in the foreseeable future, performances and
participation were starting to return in most programs. There were still a few teachers
and administrators hesitant about returning to the level set from district and CDC
guidelines, and I believe this choice was in the best interest of their students at their
school. To assist our teachers in learning more about the future of music education and
best practices, I was able to procure Title IV funding (grant funding from the federal
government to supplement student and teacher education) and register every teacher in
my district for the National Association for Music Education Conference in February of
2021, and the opportunity to earn 16 points towards their recertification (figure 66).
Many teachers in my district speak on the joy they feel when attending conferences and
speaking with like-minded groups, and while this is a digital conference, I felt it
important that cost was not a prohibitive factor in participation. The future goal is to get
our state conference, FMEA paid for so every music teacher in the district may attend in
person, without the worry of the lofty registration price.

Figure 68 Email for NAfME participation February 24
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Though the school year is not complete, the transformation from March 13, 2020
into what has become the new school year has been, to quote a recent politician, huge.
The drive and determination of my teachers has been incredible during this entire
pandemic. From early mornings to late nights and working under extreme conditions,
family and friends passing, and students genuinely fearful for their lives, nothing could
have prepared any teacher for the year that we have had. I am thankful that many of my
teachers chose to work together and step up when they could for others. Moving to
online, then hybrid, many teachers found their strengths and weaknesses in technology,
as well as their willingness to “step off of the podium” and let the students take
ownership over their learning.
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Chapter 7:
When the Levee Breaks
Implications for music administrators and educators
Where do we go from here? As I write, nearly a year has passed since the March
13th email announcing the closure of schools that would eventually lead to a complete
change in both my pedagogy and lifestyle. This dissertation is a product of that 1-year
anniversary. While the pandemic has not yet ended, there must be a stopping point.
Personally, I have gained a child, gained family members, lost multiple friends, lost
work, lost disposable income, and all within 12 months. I have seen change in the way
my teachers reach out for help, and I have seen change in the way I reach out for help. I
have had to talk teachers off the ledge when both life and work became so heavy and
burdensome, they are ready to quit, and had to say goodbye to teachers who have
decided on early retirement. I have welcomed new teachers, and those new to teaching
who never planned on a pandemic being their first experience as an educator.
Throughout this entire year there has been no constant other than the love for teaching
children. Every day that I work, I make an attempt to help at least one teacher reach at
least one student that they were not able to reach before. By helping them find a love
for music, I help instill in others an appreciation for each other in and out of the arts.
One of the biggest gains professionally this year has been the push for SEL not
only in the classroom, but for our teachers as well. Having happier hours, ePLC’s, and
just taking the time to speak with them on a personal level has helped me to make it
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through the year, and many teachers have expressed their appreciation for the personal
level of care that I put into the position I hold. The mentors and leaders that I remember
most are those who took the time to get to know me and would listen to me, even if I
was just venting and did not need a response. I have had the opportunity to implement
an SEL in Music Education book study that would commence on June 4, 2021 with the
objective of embedding SEL competencies into the Curriculum Unit Plans we are
currently using in the district. The goal is to not only teach with SEL competencies, but
to work with them to ensure that our teachers are heard and feel supported.
Using COVID-19 as an unfreezing moment
At the beginning of this document, I stated a need for change, using Lewin’s
Change Theory as a framework for the “unfreeze, change, refreeze” method, and I seek
to set forth a framework based on my experience as a district resource for music
educators during the COVID-19 pandemic. What I have found is the need for many
teachers to “unfreeze” their traditional pedagogical methods and begin a change into
more 21st century learning. I don’t mean to state that there needs to be use of
technology in every lesson, nor does the teacher necessarily need to allow for an
autonomous classroom without fundamental instruction, but the previous approach to
band, chorus, and orchestra may not come to fruition again over the next few years.
Seeing the teachers in my district attempt to hold on to the “old ways” of teaching and
watch their programs declining in both numbers and quality is torturous, and to have
these same teachers then place blame on others for their program failing is worse still.
Many teachers have come to the realization that with new students and new ways to
participate in music, a new approach is necessary.
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There has been a need for change long before the COVID-19 pandemic,
Williams (2011) states “As a profession, should our goal be to perpetuate the type of
musical experience we enjoyed as students, or should we adapt as necessary to reach
new generations of students with musical experiences that might be more meaningful
and relevant to them?” There is no better time to make a change than when a catalyst
uprooting the entire educational system allows for one. With the COVID-19 pandemic,
education as we know it has changed for future generations. So should music education
change—in presentation, in scope and in content. Unfreezing comes from a push
against the status-quo, and that push is removing face-to-face education for part of a
school year as well as limiting the number of students in a classroom. This novel
approach to education, while it does not work well in general classrooms, ruins music
programs. To unfreeze a traditional or comfortable way of teaching does not necessarily
change the entire model but allows for the model to adapt to more differentiation and
varying situations. Consider this unfreeze, change, and refreeze as a document shared
with students. This document is currently locked and does not allow for any changes to
be made, but then the teacher notices issues within the document and would like the
students to implement changes. That teacher must unlock (unfreeze) that document to
make those changes. Once the desired outcome is achieved, the teacher may then lock
the assignment once again (refreeze) to be presented in its newer form.
Though we are (hopefully) nearing the end of the pandemic and schools look to
be going back face-to-face in the new year, with masks, there is still time to unfreeze
those methods that are locked into the traditional teaching methods that should have
been retired long ago. Adjusting the teacher-centered model of music education takes
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time and effort on the part of the teacher and the students. Students are traditionally
taught to listen, take notes, and not to talk, while sitting in cemetery rows and all facing
the teacher, who sits (or stands) at the front of the class lecturing from a book. Warm
the students up to the idea that they can share information as well, allow students to
work in groups to solve a problem, or have students create their own performances and
present them alongside the pre-determined music. Making this change occur slowly
supports students and teachers to better adapt and not have any form of whiplash over
a new approach to teaching music.
Teachers may find, at first, that the onus of organized chaos falls heavily upon
their shoulders when allowing for students to take charge of their own education. The
amount of time to prepare for student-centered learning and project-based learning far
outweighs the teacher-centered music room we normally see. Whereas the director
must understand the score and then bestow the information unto students, in the SCL
classroom students must understand the score just as well if they are to make decisions
on how to perform the music. Without the proper foundation, projects may not be
successful. Similarly, students cannot be expected to write a song if they do not
understand form, chord structure, and instrumentation. This gap in student knowledge is
discussed by De Graaf and Kolmos (2003), when they explicate the importance of filling
these “subject area gaps” in order to succeed in a PBL classroom.
There is no need to completely throw away traditional approaches. Students will
need guidance and leadership to better understand their craft. I would not suggest for
any band director to start beginning band by handing out instruments and having
discussions on how to play without first teaching the basic techniques of each
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instrument and how to create sounds—the “Think System” only works in the Music Man
(1958). The onus of starting students is on the teacher, but once the students are in
motion, the teacher should support their learning, providing assistance and supervision
along the way. It is important to note that Project-Based Learning and Student-Centered
Learning are not binary, in other words it is not “one or the other” within the classroom.
These two approaches do not work without the aforementioned foundation of
knowledge. Indeed a student cannot play a trumpet if they are not first taught to buzz
their lips. Moreover, there should not be either a student-centered or a teacher-centered
classroom environment, but as Gordon (2008) states, “a balance between teacher- and
student-directed learning that requires teachers to take an active role in the learning
process, including formal teaching.”
Making the Change
Finding the change that best fits the needs of the students in your classroom is
paramount as no classroom is the same, no school the same, and no community the
same. The experiences I have had this year may be helpful to others in similar
situations, but is not the only way, nor is it the best way. This is the way that worked
best for me and my district. This is the way that ensured that my teachers were
successful and our students were successful. Change does not happen if teachers are
not willing or do not embrace the possibility that either the way they have been doing
things no longer works in the new normal, or students they currently have do not learn
the same as the students they previously had. Both situations require teachers to take a
step back, reflect on their practices, and decide what and how to provide for the best
classroom environment possible.
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In discussing change with my colleagues around the state, differences in
demographics, socioeconomic status, and an appreciation for traditional programs
varies in many ways. One district in the state was able to provide instruments for every
member of a band program in their county to ensure that students were able to
participate without worry of contamination or spread of the coronavirus; while another
district cut many of the band positions due to declining numbers and no clear way to
teach band online. Some districts were very strict about singing in the classrooms.
There was a zero-tolerance policy for any singing indoors while other districts, including
mine, were allowing students to participate indoors with masks and social distancing—
requiring no more than 30 minutes of singing at a time. The rate of change is even more
diverse in various parts of the country where they are at this point in time completely
digital with no face-to-face instruction, limiting the possibilities for performance-based
music making. In these instances where face-to-face instruction is not feasible, or not
currently allowed, the use of technology can facilitate change more easily.
Flipped classrooms and hybrid teaching have in the past taken place in those
classrooms considered “innovative” or “exceeding expectations” when assessed by
administrators. Now that most teachers have had a chance to experience the flipped
classroom, I suggest that we continue to use this technology to enhance our lessons
when we return face-to-face in the near future. Included in this technology is the use of
YouTube videos for exploration and flipped learning. One of the many positives to come
from this past year is the abundance of YouTube interviews, tutorials, playalongs, and
concerts. Specifically, in the elementary music classroom, YouTube playalongs have
become an exciting way to get children to participate in rhythm reading and instrument
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playing, whether it is on ukulele, rhythm sticks, or body percussion. For the teacher, the
opportunity to show various musics from around the world with original sources and
quality audio/video replaces cds with children singing atop a midi track from a studio.
Including YouTube in and out of the classroom presents many opportunities for
education. By using these blended or hybrid learning techniques, teachers can better
facilitate learning for their students. The sociality of YouTube is not only restricted to
either online or offline (students share and discuss videos not only online, but in person
as well), so it is important to not separate the two (Markham & Baym, 2008). Having
students view videos at home or outside the classroom and then analyze and discuss
them in the classroom provides a deeper conversation. Webb (2007, p. 159), explains
that “by drawing on the non-formal ways in which students listen and respond to music,
cross-media listening can assist in making classroom music analysis a more
multidimensional, imaginative and vital educational experience.”
In situations where iPads and/or computers are readily available, learning about
Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) as both instruments and/or recording devices may
supplement the curriculum in numerous ways. At the elementary level, students can
access instruments without a need to learn the basic technique of that instrument, much
like removing bars of an Orff instrument to ensure that the possible notes for
performance will “sound good,” having a guitar with pre-determined “riffs” to play along
with a folk song encourages student engagement by ensuring a good performance
product. At the secondary level, students may be presented with their choral music in a
digital app that they must then record their part over. This individual assessment allows
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both the teacher to assist with any discrepancies in the melody, rhythm, or tone as well
as the students to hear only their voice with the music, allowing for intrinsic assessment.
Autonomy in the classroom has been a charge of mine since I began teaching,
and even more so since I was given the opportunity to support teachers at the district
level. One of the first pieces of advice that I provide new teachers, is to learn from the
students just as much if not more than they should learn from the teacher. The teachers
that allow students to take control of their education, and share the responsibility of
making music are the same teachers who do not burn out as quickly as those who
remain in the front of the classroom lecturing or forcing music to come from the tip of
their baton. Using a Student-Centered Approach or Project Based Learning provides the
students to not only take ownership over whatever the assignment may be, but also
brings more than one point of view to the table. This method is also paramount in the
effort to better understand where our students are coming from and how they may learn
best. While the conductor has traditionally stood in the center of the room with students
in a half-circle facing them, the student-centered classroom may have pods of students,
sectionals if you will, working to achieve the same goal.
Two of the questions at the beginning of this paper, “What values do music
teaching specialists place on music during the COVID-19 Pandemic?” And “What do
music teachers feel that they have lost and/or gained during the COVID-19 Pandemic?”
are answered in the emails and texts I received throughout the year from worries about
program losses and a general feeling of being lost. Music, as a performative practice,
was the biggest loss for many of my teachers. While guidelines did not prohibit
performances, opportunities were limited with class sizes, group makeup, and digital
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hurdles. The teachers that made the best of the situation were still able to perform and
their programs, while still showing attrition, did not falter like many others. The largest
gain for my teachers was a better understanding of the technology and digital world we
have available at our fingertips. The possibility of individualizing assessment through
digital platforms becomes easier than previously in a face-to-face situation. Using this in
flipped classroom provides more time for students to participate during classroom time.
The next two questions, “What changes have teachers had to make to adjust to
teaching during the COVID-19 Pandemic?” and “In what ways have teachers had to
adapt their curriculum to adjust to teaching in hybrid, at-a-distance, and online teaching
situations?” can be answered in part by leaning into what we have learned from our new
awareness of how technology can assist our teaching, and how our new understanding
can massively impact the lives of our students and the communities that we serve.
While many of my teachers had hopes of “virtual choirs” and high-quality performances
online, they quickly learned the necessary skills and time requirements for a project like
that to be successful. They also learned to adapt to the constant change in the
classroom, something I hope we don’t continue into the next school year. Students in
quarantine every other week make performance and ensemble practice difficult, even
with the support of technology.
Recently (Speck, 2021), President Joe Biden initiated a push to have all
educators receive the coronavirus vaccine, and with this, my teachers began to breathe
a sigh of relief (figure 67). Many of the teachers that I serve have told me that they
would be more comfortable in their classrooms once they receive a vaccine, and this
would open the door to more music making and engagement in face-to-face settings.
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Our district is still unsure as to where we would be in the 2021-2022 school year, but we
are unlikely to get rid of masks by then. This leads to one of the last questions, “How do
teachers envision these changes impacting their teaching practice, post-COVID-19
pandemic?” A phrase I have used and have heard used often over the past year is that
this pandemic has made the great teachers better, and the bad teachers worse.
Unfortunately, those teachers that struggled before the pandemic have struggled even
more with the issues faced this past year. I have made every attempt at assisting these
teachers and have supported them in every way possible, but if they do not accept help
or want to change, I cannot force it.

Figure 69 Vaccine Facebook post March 5th

Finally, “How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected my position and my
pedagogy now and in the future?” What I learned professionally over the past 12
months is the importance of change and fluidity, understanding that at any moment
what I know would no longer be the status quo, and the ability to adjust would keep my
head above the water. My understanding of technology and the years of digital and
hybrid learning and teaching allowed me to better adjust to the world of pandemic
teaching. A philosophical belief that the teacher is not the proprietor of education but
should be willing to learn with their students made a change to smaller classrooms and
hybrid learning feasible. Imparting this belief to my teachers and helping them let loose
of their grip on their baton was one of the highlights of the year for me. Walking into a
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classroom and seeing the students taking ownership over their education, working
together to solve problems, and creating as a group is an experience that brings me joy.
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